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What I know about my ancestors and what is
of interest to my descendants

by

PAUL LANGEMEYER

Printed on the occasion of the birthday of our dear father, father-in-law, great-grandfather,
who was born one hundred years ago on November 7th, 1871 in Schwedt a.d. Oder.

For this reason, a family day was held on October 30, 1971 in the Hotel Jägerhof in
Krähenwinkel near Hanover.

In this edition (May 9th 2021) the German text has been translated into English with the
help of Google Translate and with corrections by Paul Langemeijer (1954).
To increase readability, a chapter division, pictures and paragraphs have been added.
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The ‘Langenhof’
Introduction
When someone picks up the family album, he sees pictures that he does not know, reads
names that are foreign to him and yet they form the life story of our family. With the help of
these pictures and records, those who are interested can go back to the time of their
ancestors. How much we loved to hear our grandmother talk about old times when we were
children, and I must say what a shame it is that I don't have it in writing. Much of what now
appears to us as insignificant or self-evident and yet of great interest for posterity, which
may make our actions today appear in a completely different light than what posterity will
one day imagine, is lost from memory. How I would love to read such ancient writings.
So I want to put down in writing what I know from old letters, stories, research, etc., and
what I experienced myself.
Based on our family name Langemeyer, the owners of the Langenhof in the Westerbauer
farmers, in the Mettingen parish, about 4 km from Mettingen i. / West. The old church
registers, which are still in Mettingen today, form the basis of my research and go back to
the year 1679. At this time there were already 4 Langemeyer families in the parish,
apparently all of them descending from the Langenhofe.

At that time the Langenhof comprised approx. 1200 acres
of land and had its own hunt. The lands consisted for the
most part of heather, forest and moorland, only relatively
little cultivated land according to our modern terms. Sheep
breeding should have brought the main income. The roads
and traffic conditions at that time did not yet allow good
use, and so the most beautiful oak trees were still sold to
the bakers as cord firewood.
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The Langenhof used to be on the site of the Wöhle farm.
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According to the old Westphalian inheritance law, the youngest son was the heir of the
court, while the older sons were so-called hirers, but the unmarried daughters remained on
the farm as workers. The land at Bruch, as it was called, was to a high degree inhospitable
and unhealthy. The ground on which the Langenhof was originally built was damp. The
building itself was very low and people used to jokingly say: "What does someone say who
comes to the Langenhof?" And the answer was: "Oops", because you hit your head when
you wanted to go into the building. Separated from the world, they led a miserable
existence.

In the church register we find a Gertrud Langemeyer among the deceased as a "poor
woman" on December 28, 1680. Hard work was required of the residents, and yet the soil
was not enough, The contributions that were expected at that time are evident from the
information I have taken from an old church book, according to which the following taxes
were to be paid to the Catholic Church in 1663:

The Voss farm paid yearly

2 Pfg.

Flotowen

12 thalers

Sutterdiek

18

Becker

6 Pfg.

Berentelgt

6

wells

15 Stuiver.

Lagemann

29 Stuiver

Hettlage

1

Hellweg

1 1/2 thalers Burbrink

2 Pfg.

Nagelmann

6 Pfg.

Hüdepohl

2 Gld.

Langemeyer

8 Stuiver

Brenningen

2 Stuiver.
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The Reformation Age
Chronicle of the Reformed Church in Mettingen in Westphalia
The struggles of faith, i.e. the introduction of the Reformation, also played a major role in
the local area. The chronicle of the Reformed Church in Mettingen, which I am following
here, gives us a picture of that time and shows us how steadfastly our forefathers clung to
their faith.

The village of Mettingen is located in the isolated, smaller eastern part of the County of
Lingen. Called the Upper County from its higher position, it currently belongs to the Prussian
administrative district of Münster and forms part of the Tecklenburg district.
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Only the five main towns of the parishes Brochterbeck Ibbenbüren, Mettingen, Recke and
Halverde belong to this upper county. After the year 779, when the whole area of
Osnabrück submitted to the victorious Emperor Charlemagne, Wiho, a student of St.
Boniface, a certain Abbot Bernard, may have been active in preaching the Gospel in
Westphalia. At the same time, the Frisian Ludger, later Bishop of Munster, died in 809, was
teaching as a missionary on the banks of the Ems.

When Wittekind himself was baptized in 785, the conversion of the Westphalians no longer
found any great difficulties. To strengthen the faith in the Saxon lands, bishoprics were now
established by Charlemagne and, among other things, the bishopric of Osnabrück, which
contained almost all the villages between the Ems and Weser. Little can be said about the
origins of the individual parishes, but Mettingen is mentioned as a parish for the first time in
the second half of the twelfth century. After Charlemagne had formed his own state from
Saxony, governors and counts were appointed as secular rulers, who were to assist the
bishops as patrons of the church.

The Counts of Tecklenburg were appointed as such for Osnabrück, which also included
Mettingen. As a result of a dispute between Otto VI. From Tecklenburg and his brother
Nikolaus in the beginning of the 16th century the latter received the glory of Lingen, along
with the four parishes Brochterbeck, Ibbenbüren, Mettingen and Reck as compensation, but
with the condition that after his death they should go back to Tecklenburg, was for them
Ibbenbüren ordered a special court, of which the
prison, the pillory and the stone courthouse were still
in place until 1730. After the death of Count Nikolaus
in 1541, the rule of Lingen fell back to the noblemen of
Tecklenburg, Count Conrad, who carried out the
Reformation.

Konrad "The Wild Cord" von Tecklenburg-Schwerin,
Graf zu Tecklenburg und Lingen.
Herr zu Rheda
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In 1582 Count Arnold not only zealously continued the Reformation pursued by his
ancestors, but also brought about a change in it by introducing the Reformed instead of the
Lutheran. As a result of the connection between the Count of Conrad and the Protestant
princes, he was declared forfeited by the Emperor after the battle of Mühlberg in 1546 and
transferred to the Count of Büren. In 1548, Conrad received the goods belonging to the
county of Tecklenburg, but returned from the emperor after the apology had been made,
but the dominion of Lingen remained with accessories, namely the four villages that make
up the current upper county, to Count Maximilian von Büren. With the government of
Count Conrad in Lingen, the Reformation was abolished for the time being, but the rule of
Count von Büren and his daughter Anna lasted too short a time for a complete restoration
of the Catholic religion and the church system to be carried out.

After the marriage of Countess Anna to the Prince of Orange,
Wilhelm Nassau, the County of Lingen and its accessories were
sold for 120,000 Karlsgulden. He also gave the county to his sister
Maria, daughter of King Philips I of Spain, widow of King Ludwig
von from 1526 Hungary, for administration Under the rule of
these, the Catholic religious system was restored to its full extent
in Lingen. After his renunciation of the throne in 1555, the
emperor handed over the county of Lingen along with the
Burgundian lands to his son Phillip II of Spain. This continued the
restitution of the church property. When he left for Spain in 1559, he handed over the
administration of the Netherlands and the County of Lingen to his sister Margaretha,
Duchess of Parma, and made Cardinal Granvella her chief advisor. The cardinal decreed
special governors for the individual provinces, for Lingen the Count of Arenberg. He also
tried to keep his subjects in the Catholic religion by establishing new dioceses.

Since the death of Count Nikolaus von Tecklenburg in 1541, the county was considered part
of the province of Oberyssel. The county therefore shared the fate of the Netherlands both
ecclesiastically and politically. When Phillip II of Spain established fourteen new dioceses,
including Deventer, the separation of the Dutch localities from the dioceses of Osnabrück,
Münster and Cologne was awarded and the county of Lingen was incorporated into the
12

Diocese of Deventer. Mettingen also belonged to this. In 1578, the county of Lingen with the
four villages mentioned above was ceded by King Philip of Spain to Prince William of
Orange. He and his successors tried to reintroduce the Reformed religion in the county by
force. The Catholic clergy were expelled from the country and Reformed preachers were
installed in the churches and parsonages. All income from the pastorates, chapels and so on
was drawn into a cash box, from which the preachers and their vacant apartments were
paid. In 1604, for example, the preacher Blomenthal zu Mettingen received an annual salary
of 200 guilders from this. Like the churches, the Catholic schools were seized by the
Reformed congregation, the Catholic officials were removed from their posts and Dutch,
resp. reformed in their place. However, these upheavals in County Lingen only lasted eight
years. Lingen was conquered by the Spaniards in 1605 and the Orange officials and
preachers removed. The Catholic clergy returned and the churches were returned to the
Catholics. Catholic public services were once again allowed to be held everywhere.

The Thirty Years' War, which broke out in 1618, also hit the county of Lingen hard, which
was occupied alternately by the imperial Swedish, Lüneburg and Hessian troops, so that
during the war years the service fell into disuse. The fortunes of war were favorable to the
Dutch during this time. As the victor, Prince Frederick of Orange was initially equally tolerant
of those who professed any faith, but gradually he replaced the Catholic officials and pastors
with Reformed officials and pastors.

His successor, Wilhelm II. 1647 tried to forcefully
introduce the Reformation in Lingic on a large scale. This
was probably due to the Westphalian peace
negotiations, in which the King of Spain on June 30, 1648
completely ceded his rights to the county of Lingen. The
country was reunited with the province of Oberyssel and
the Dutch administration was introduced. On July 28,
1648, Wilhelm issued an edict that he was in a good
position to reform the Roman Church in the country and
to cleanse all traces of the papacy.
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As early as August 19, 1648, the Vogt von Mettingen received the order to forbid all Catholic
services such as church activities, and the clergy had to vacate the house and yard within
eight days. The churches were closed until about two months later the Reformed worshiped
there.

Later, however, the Catholic clergy were tolerated alongside the Reformed. Almost half of
the population was Catholics and half were Reformed, but the Catholics were noticeably
hurting the Reformed. Therefore, on July 29, 1655, Droste von Lingen issued an edict in
which the Catholic clergy were forbidden from all church services. The Catholics protested
and the residents of Mettingen asked Bishop Franz Wilhelm of
Osnabrück on October 24, 1657, to let them have their preacher
Ludgerus Schaten, but in vain. The consequence of this edict was
that most of them were baptized by the Reformed. The Catholic
clergy, however, did not allow themselves to be deterred and
stuck to their previous free religious exercises despite all the
complaints of the Reformed. As a result of the capture of the
County of Lingen by Prince-Bishop Christoph Bernhard von Galen in 1672, the Catholics
were returned to their old churches and estates. However, this condition was short-lived. In
1674 the rule fell first to the Tecklenburger and then to the Orange and one tried again to
carry out the Reformation by force. The Catholic clergy were initially allowed to hold their
services in private houses, but as early as 1675 they were chased away again and the
Reformed preachers took possession of churches and property again.

Conrad Heinrich Hundelius was called to Mettingen as a preacher and received an annual
salary of 450 guilders. The exiled Catholic clergy fled to the motherland, which was the
closest to their communities, and their parishioners followed them to worship. But in order
to be less burdensome for their parishes, they set up church services for their parishioners
on the borders of their parishes, but on foreign soil. The Mettinger did not have a special
place for their worship gatherings, but held their services soon in one, now in the other
private house in the parish of Westerkappeln, now here, now there on the Kämpen, also for
some time on the controversial peat bog. In order to provide listeners to the Reformed
preachers, they were declared to be sole pastors and commanded that from every house a
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person in the Reformed Church was given to the public. Should attend services. The
commandments should only be made in the Reformed Church. Copulation was forbidden to
the Catholic clergy under the penalty of being exiled from home and court, and the Catholic
bailiffs were also deposed of their office if they did not profess Protestantism. Initially, when
Catholic worship was forbidden, people ran in droves to the Reformed preachers, but stayed
away when the curiosity was satisfied. In October 1679, the preachers complained to the
consistory about the poor attendance of the churches, even in school it was not possible
because the Catholics by order of the Catholic Church did not let their children in the
Reformed schools. The Catholics firmly adhered to the faith of their fathers, and conversions
were very rare.

When the Catholics continued to attend Catholic worship
on foreign soil despite all the prohibitions, the heaviest
fines were imposed on them; So the agents from
Mettingen and Buirbrink had to pay 100 thalers, but they
went across the border in heaps. In 1686 even the Bishop
of Utrecht came to the County of Lingen and granted St.
Confirmation. In 1702 the first King of Prussia Friedrich 1.
took possession of the county of Lingen, and in 1707 the county of Tecklenburg was also
ceded for 250,000 thalers. The privileges granted to the Reformed in the county of Lingen
under Orange rule were confirmed by the King of Prussia. Baptisms and weddings were
except. half of the country permitted for the Catholics, but the names had to be entered in
the regular registers of the Reformed local pastors and the stol fees paid to them. The
catholics of Mettingen were forbidden to worship in 1708 and the pastor was told to vacate
his house within four weeks.

King Friedrich I let the country's former constitution exist. His successor Friedrich Wilhelm I
founded the church directorate in Berlin and subjected the Reformed clergy of the counties
of Tecklenburg and Lingen to the same. The Catholics were and remained forbidden to hold
public services, and they were also excluded from school offices. At that time there were
220 Catholic and 10 Reformed farmsteads in Mettingen. In 1717, following many complaints
from Catholics, public worship was restored, but only in private homes. The Catholic clergy
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returned. With the permission of the authorities, small church buildings were erected with
no outward badges and no towers. It was held again everywhere. A conversion to the
Reformed took place very rarely, the more often the opposite took place.

When King Friedrich II took office in 1740, the Catholics again
received some concessions, but they were forbidden to set up
Catholic secondary schools next to the existing Protestant schools,
and an attempt was made to fill vacant farms only with Reformed
people.

In 1777 the Catholic community in Mettingen received permission to build a new Catholic
church in place of the old prayer house, which was in danger of collapsing. In 1782 she was
also given permission to build a small tower and purchase an organ. In 1799 the Catholics
were allowed to create a Catholic school, on condition that the school and the teacher were
to be maintained, they were also able to prove and secure the remuneration of the
reformed schoolmaster. The Catholic school, founded in 1801, was closed again after six
months by order of the authorities and converted into a sewing and knitting school. The
Catholic children had to go back to the reformed school. After the wars of freedom, the
Catholics were finally allowed their own school and in 1834 the first Catholic teacher was
employed and the Protestant teacher Brüggemann paid 35 1/2 thalers a year from the
school fees of the Catholic children until his death in 1839.

The Catholics had to pay all other parochial duties to the Reformed preachers, with the
exception of the pride fees, which were abolished in the French era. In addition, the
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Catholics were put on a more equal footing with the
Reformed. Permission for processions and solemn
funerals was given. The first Catholic church funeral took
place on August 16, 1827. The new complaint by the
Catholic community in Mettingen in 1846 about the
delivery to the Protestants was again rejected by the
authorities, but the sacrifice money was refused for
several years. As a result, the guilty party was ordered to
be seized, which led to lively riots on the part of the
Catholics, and which the main ringleaders had to pay for
with prison terms lasting several months. The excitement
of 1848 gave the Catholics one more reason to protest
against the establishment of these taxes on the
Protestant clergy. This led to a complete revolt in
Mettingen, which forced the bailiff Bauer and the
Protestant pastor F. Stapenhorst to leave the community
for a time. One of these military detachments,
requisitioned by Munster, restored calm. Since then, the
sacrifice money has inevitably been paid. In order to
avoid all disputes, however, the Reformed have refrained from paying these taxes in recent
years.

Note from the writer:

This chronicle is apparently the reproduction of research carried out by one of the reformed
clergy in Mettingen. The whole thing is coherently written by one hand and in the same
style. The information contained here is consistent with other history books, and it must be
recognized with what objectivity this chronicle was written by the Reformed side.
Unfortunately, one misses the sources from which the statements are taken.
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The ‘Tjötten’
As a result of the Reformation, the Catholic clergy were expelled from the country, the
churches were handed over to the Reformed and the old books were destroyed. Only the
official acts of the reformed clergy were recognized. The Catholics were forced to report
marriages, baptisms and deaths to the Reformed clergy and to pay the so-called pride fees
for the entries.

At first, the Catholics resisted. Outside the country's borders, they were married by Catholic
clergy and their children were baptized. As soon as it became known in the village, they
were reported. Then the Catholics were forced to register in the Reformed Church and had
to pay 6 guilders as a fine. Then the date of the entry was taken as the day of the wedding,
and so we find on the first page of the church book that the birth of the first child is entered
immediately afterwards for all marriages. Later they did it differently and volunteered to be
registered with the Reformed preacher and then married by a Catholic clergyman. For this
reason, the data given cannot guarantee absolute correctness. The low income
opportunities in their homeland and the unpleasant religious conditions forced the
residents to leave their clods for a time, and so they moved to other areas, partly to
Holland, partly to the eastern provinces, and worked here as agricultural workers, doing
business on the side . They were called Pöttker, ie
Kiepenkerle, or also Tjödden or Tjötten, instead of
migratory birds or Turkish drivers. When these
Tjödden came home to their families, they played
noble men in Mettingen and often wasted a lot of
money. Those from Holland were called the
Mynheers, it was the expression of disregard of the
Westphalians, as a reward the Dutch gave the
Germans the name "Muff". I don't know anything
about the origin of this dirty name. It was strange
that many as Dutch had their families living in
Mettingen and that, if requested with the
permission of the mayor, children born here were
18

recognized as Dutch. These conditions were often used to avoid paying taxes in either
Holland or Germany. They often did not consider deceiving the state to be a sin, and
smuggling was also busily practiced in this area. A certain Knuf is said to have been shot
dead by border guards in the moor while smuggling.

Koopman families
The two most important merchant families of that time must be the ten Brink u. Ferdinand
Moormann. By 1800 ten Brink had already sailed their own ships and had trade relations
with India and other distant countries. In 1810, however, their ships were hijacked and
suffered such losses that they were forced to settle with their creditors.

Ferdinand Moormann, however, left each of his 10 children with a fortune of 100,000
thalers when he died. Here I would like to mention a note from the church book: On January
1st, in the morning of 1:30 a.m. Moormann found a child of female sex with a slip of paper
asking for it to be baptized. Since the child was lying between two linden trees, it was
christened Carolina Johanna Zurlinden.
Test: the finder of the child, daughter of Ferdinand Moormann, 13 years and businessman
Johann Bischof. - It happened more often that children were born in transit or that people
often died of exhaustion while traveling. It was the time when there were no trains or
automobiles. When the time for work was over, the Tjödden returned home. Her homeland
love was unlimited. I read the opposite, but this could only be from superficially informed
people. A regular traffic had developed, and this traffic meant that the Tjödden found
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articles in the distance which one did not have at home and that one had at home what one
lacked in the distance. So you took one with you from home and brought the other home
with you. This was the original beginning of trading by the Mettinger merchants.
The poet of '”Dreizehnlinden" says of Westphalia:

Where people wear wooden shoes
and feed on black bread,
pale, blonde, quiet people,
dreamy, foreboding;
At night ghosts flutter
through the heath around the moor and ponds.

If you look at the country and people at that time, you will understand.
Since I came to Mettingen as a child, by train to Ibbenbüren and then by stagecoach via
Wiehe to Mettingen, the country looked very different from today, especially at the Bruch.

How little yield the fields brought, how poor were the cattle. Only sand roads led to
breakage.
The black bread at the Grotemeyer bakery was still kneaded with feet, because the
pond was so heavy that the strength of the arms was not sufficient. The same bakery
now runs its business in a modern style, and where in my childhood black bread was
picked up by wheelbarrow on sandy paths, today nimble automobiles bring the goods
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to customers on Chausseen. So the country and the people have changed over time.
The strong farm workers became capable merchants, who brought more into the
country than what the soil itself could give them. Only one thing always remained the
same, that was the Catholic faith, which they preserved everywhere, even when they
were abroad.

Family tree Langemeyer – Schulte-Laggenbeck
Johann Gerhard Langemeyer
At the end of the seventeenth century, Lübbecke Langemeyer was the owner of the
Langenhof. (The name Lübbecke is a diminution of Lübbert and Lübbert means Luitbert in
High German.) He was married to Gertrud Moor on February 19, 1678. This is the day of
entry in the book of the Reformed Church. When the church wedding took place cannot be
determined, as it took place secretly outside the national border.
Your children were:

Catharina

born July 30, 1679

Gerhard born Feb. 9, 1687

Margaretha

born 27. April 1681

Jürgen born Sept 25, 1689, died July 29, 1715

Gertrud

b. March 31, 1683

Lübbert born February 9, 1692

Johann

born. April 23, 1685

Berend b. Dec 5, 1694

The latter became the heir of the court and married Aleid Colmann on March 18, 1717.
From this marriage came Catharina, b. April 30, 1718.
The mother died at birth, and on April 17, 1722 Berend Langemeyer married Engele
Brinkmann. From this marriage emerged:

Johann Berend

born May 10, 1725

Angel Elisabeth

born Apr 13, 1728

Anna Margarethe

born May 3, 1732

Margarethe

born Sept 15, 1735

Catharina

born Jan. 31, 1738
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Johann Berend was the heir to the court and married Anna Maria Artmeyer, July 28, 1749
There were born:

Johann Berend

born Jan. 8, 175

Johann Gerhard

born May 24, 1755,

d. Feb. 10, 1784

Anna Catharina

born February 4, 1758,

d. Dec. 18, 1758

Anna Maria

born July 23, 1760.

The court now came to Johann Gerhard Langemeyer, married on Sept. 7, 1773 to Anna
Maria Elisabeth ten Brink, née. December 28, 1754, died May 4, 1828.
This marriage resulted in:

Johann Heinrich

born Sept. 18, 1779, d. July 31, 1842

Maria Anna

born Dec. 10, 1780,

Hermann Heinrich

born. June 30, 1782, d. Apr. 14, 1784.

d. Nov. 13, 1843

Paul Langemeijer (1954): the above data does not seem consistent with the family tree
below:

https://www.genealogieonline.nl/berkemeijer-genealogie/I13652.php
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Johann Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, also named Langemeyer
Gerhard Langemeyer died on February 10, 1784 and his wife subsequently married Joh.
Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, born on May 24, 1785. December 28, 1762. He took the name
Langemeyer. For the descendants from this marriage, May 8, 1785 is the day when they
change the name Langemeyer instead of Schulte Laggenbeck, and the ancestors of this
tribe belong to the Schulte Laggenbeck line from
Laggenbeck near Ibbenbüren.

Two kilometers from Laggenbeck, where the Chaussee
from Laggenbeck meets the Chaussee from Ledde to
Ibbenbüren, in the same direction 2-300 m further lies the
Schulte Laggenbeck farm. The farms Schulte Laggenbeck
and Schulte Varendorf are first mentioned in history
around the year 1150.

Bishop Phillip von Osnabrück declares that Count Heinrich
v. Tecklénburg, with the consent of his brothers and his
mother Adelheid, bought the court and the Wergen chapel and a number of feudal people
with their estates and their own people living on them for 230 marks and 20 pounds of
tithes, as well as for the enfeoffment with the fief of Count Palatine Otto v. Rineck
transferred. This also included the Schulte Varendorf and Laggenbeck farms.

The original is in the State Archives in Munster:
Thiderieu m cum uxore et liberis et mancipiis ed domum ejus Laegenbicke etc.

A Diederich Schulte Laggenbeck is already mentioned in 1130, but it was not our direct
ancestors. The old line died out more often, and the new owners took on the name of
the farm.
As far as I can clearly determine the ancestors from the church records in Ibbenbüren, I
will let them follow:
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Gerhard Schulte Laggenbeck, married to
born. 11/06/1695 died 01/29/1748
Maria Elisabeth Bögel
born 11/25/1725 1700 died November 30, 1774

Johann Peter

born October 19, 1726 died

Test. Joan Schulte Laggenbeck, Ennecke Bögel.
Johann Gerhard born March 28, 1728 died November 8, 1759
Test. Hermann Bögel, Grete Schulte Laggenbeck.
Anna Margarethe Elisabeth b. June 15, 1729 died
Test. Anna Margarethe Selois, Jac. Brockschmidt.
Johann Bernhard born November 24, 1730 died September 16, 1736
Test. Joan Selois, Maria Borgemann.
Anna Margaretha

b. February 15, 1733 died November 27, 1801

Test. Anna Margaretha Schluchtermann, Gerd Schildwagter
Daniel Carl b. December 7, 1734 died November 12, 1769
Test. Daniel Brockschmidt, Ennecke Brockschmidt.

Hermann Heinrich born March 21, 1736 died October 26, 1792
Test. Hermann Bögel, Ennecke Haakmann.

Peter born 09/17/1738 died 01/26/1744
Test. Peter Holthus, Catharian Wibbelmann.
Johann Bernhard born March 21, 1740 died October 7, 1745
Test. Berend Ruve, Margarethe Bugmeyer.
Maria Elisabeth

born June 22nd, 1743 died October 15th, 1745

Test. Gerd Haakmann, Grete Brockschmidt

----------------------------------------------
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Hermann Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck married to
born 21. 03. 1736 d.26. 10. 1792
Anna Margarethe Dommeyer born on 24. 10. 1761, died Brochterbeck

Johann Heinrich

born 28. 12. 1762 gut. 17. 07. 1818

Test. Johann Schulte Laggenbeck. Anna Maria Dommeyer.
Johann Hermann

born 12. 09. 1765 gut.

Test. Johann Gerdt Dommeyer, Ennecke Wibbelmano.
Johann Carl

born 17. 07. 1767

died 1814

born 17. 07. 1767

died

Test.
Johann Bernhard
Test.
Anna Maria Margar. born 26. 09. 1769

died

05. 08. 1836

Test. Anna Maria Haakmann, Gerdt Mutert.
Johann Gerhard

born 10. 11. 1771

died

24. 06. 1831

Test. Carl Wibbelmann, Anna Maria Gruiter.
Johann Peter

born 28. 04. 1774

died

Test. Johann Peter Withacke, Anna Maria Freude.
Gerhard Heinrich

born 19. 03. 1777

died

Test. Gerdt Heinrich Kümper, Anna Maria Dommeyer.
-----------------------------------------------Johann Gerhard Schulte Laggenbeck verheiratet mit
born 10. 11. 1771

died 24. 06. 1831

Anna Maria Elisabeth Schulte Varendorf am 22. 10. 1795,
born 10. 10. 1775

Anna Margarethe Elis.

died 02. 06. 1850

born 19. 01. 1799

died 05. 08. 1836

born 09. 04. 1801

died 04. 08. 1826

Test.
Gerhard Heinrich

Test. Henric Langemeyer, Anna Catharina Schulte Varendorf.
Anna Maria Elisabeth born 24. 08. 1803

died

Test. Anna Maria Schulte Varendorf, Carl Schulte Laggenbeck.
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Maria Anna

born 06. 02. 1806

died 14. 04. 1807

Test. Anna Maria Bögel, Johann Wilhelm Schulte Varendorf.
Johann Gerhard Heinrich

born 13. 01. 1809

died 08. 08. 1883

Test. Heinrich Bögel, Maria Anna Schulte Varendorf.
Anna Maria Theresia

born 18. 08. 1811

died 06. 04. 1842

Test. Maria Theresia Langemeyer.
Anton

born 03. 02. 1814

died 07. 02. 1814

born 07. 04. 1819

died 05. 03. 1820

Test.
Maria Anna
Test.
------------------------------------------------

Johann Gerhard Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck
born 13. 01. 1809

died 08. 08. 1883

married with Maria Anna Elisabeth Siebelmann am 10. 02. 1835
born 13. 02. 1809

Carl Theodor Gerh.

died 15. 12. 1874

born 16. 05. 1837

died

born

. 10. 1838

died

27. 11. 1899

born 04. 12. 1841

died

25. 01. 1907

born 13. 08. 1843

died

Test.
Wilhelm Gerhard
Test.
Anna Maria Elis. Ther.
Test.
Carl August
Test.
Carolina Elisabeth

born

08. 09. 1846 died

born

07. 04. 1849 died

born

02. 11. 1850 died

Test.
Gerhard Theodor
Test.
Andreas Theodor
Test.
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Today's courtyard bears the inscription on its gable side:
“God bless the entrance and exit. The Lord is good and his mercy endures forever. "
Joh. Gerh. Schulte Laggenbeck und Anna Maria Elisabeth
Schulte Laggenbeck, born Siebelmann 1856 den 25. Juni.

Old inscriptions are not found in outbuildings:
Johann Schiltwechter, Genadt Schult
Margarethe Schulte, M. Gerdt Stengreber. B. 4. Nov. 1662.

Johann Schulte Varendorf, gen. Schulte Lagenbecke
Margarethe Schulte 8. Jan. 1723
Eheleute Joh. Gerh. Schiltwächter, Anna Marg. , born Holhuis.

Johann Gerhard Schulte Laggenbeck
und Anna Maria Elisabeth Schulte Varendorf, den 29. Mai 1824.

This already shows that around 1660 Johann Schildwechselter took the name
Schulte Laggenbeck accepted, and on November 13, 1707 the widow Margarethe des
Schulte Laggenbeck married Johann Schulte Varendorf. which carried on the name Schulte
Laggenbeck. The Schulte Laggenbeck, Schulte Varendorf and Schildwächter farms still exist
today. The last two farms are now owned by Schulte Varendorf. All three courtyards are
close together. The three families are closely related to one another through marriage.
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The marriage of Joh. Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, called Langemeyer, with Anna Maria
Langemeyer, born ten Brink, has the following children:

Maria Theresia

born 26. 02. 1786 died 02. 12. 1839

Johann Hermann

born 26. 02. 1787 died 16. 01. 1788

Anna Catharina Agatha

born 23. 07. 1788 died 11.09. 1835

Friedrich Johann Gerhard

born 05. 03. 1790 died 16. 05. 1856

Heinrich Egidius

born 09. 08. 1791 died 12. 04. 1866

Carl Pius

born 05. 05. 1793 died 09. 03. 1825

Maria Elisabeth Victoria

born 04. 09. 1794 died

Maria Henriette

born 11. 06. 1796 died 06. 07. 1858

Christian

born 23. 10. 1797 died 13. 02. 1856

Johann Bernhard

born 25. 01. 1800 died 10. 04. 1809

On July 17, 1818, Joh. Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, called Langemeyer, died. The widow
Anna Maria Langemeyer, born ten Brink, now ran the farm with her two youngest children,
Maria Henriette and Christian. It was believed that Christian would become the heir to the
court. In 1828 Christian got engaged to Caroline Brenninkmeyer.

Mother of Caroline

brother of Caroline

brother of Caroline

Anna Magaretha Angela Bisschoff

Clemens Brenninkmeyer

August Brenninkmeyer

1779 – 1853

1818 – 1902

1819 - 1892
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Die alte Mutter war schon sehr hinfällig und gebrechlich, sodaß mit dem baldigen Tode zu
rechnen war. Caroline Brenninkmeyer also courted as Hausfrau auf dem Langenhofe
einziehen zu können. Da stellte es sich heraus, daß nicht Christian, sondern Johann Heinrich,
der Sohn erster Ehe, Anerbe des Langenhofes sei. Dies war ein harter Schlag für Christian.
Zehn Jahre hated there nun die ganze Arbeit des Langenhofes gelistet und für seine Arbeit
nichts as Essen Kleidung erhalten. Seine Braut wollte nichts mehr von ihm erase, that the
Court won niece.

Der Vater der Braut aber, ein ehrlich und Rechtlich thinker Westfale, sagte zu seiner
Tochter: "Hast Du den Langemeyer with Hof heiraten woolen, so heiratest Du ihn nun
auch ohne Hof".

Brenninckhof, Ibbenbürener Straße 149 in Wiehe, a peasantry in Mettingen
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Heritage Anna Maria Langemeyer – ten Brink
The old mother Langemeyer tried to make up for what she owed the children for her work.

A judicial notary was appointed to the Langenhof by her and the following contract was
established:

“Negotiated at the Langenhofe in the Westbauer parish of Mettingen on April 20th
of the year eighteen hundred eight and twenty. “

In front of me, the Royal Prussian Justice Commissioner and public notary in the department
of the Royal Higher Regional Court of Münster, Clemens August Niehof, resident of
Ibbenbüren, and in the presence of the completely credible instrument witnesses
mentioned below, the following persons who were personally known to me and who stated
that they were fully capable of disposition appeared, namely:

I) the widow of the hereditary tenant Johann Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, gt. Langemeyer,
born Anna Maria ten Brink, there on the Langenhofe resident, and
II) whose children are the unmarried Christian and Henriette Langemeyer, who also live with
their mother named above. The same asked for the following declarations to the notarial protocol to be included and
soon made a notice in advance
1) the widow of the leaseholder Langemeyer, née ten Brink:
Her two children, listed above ad II, with Johann Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck, had already
managed all their jointly owned property with Johann Heinrich Schulte Laggenbeck about a
few months before the death of her named husband on July 17th, 1818 in such a way that
her named son Christian since that time, and Admittedly, for a full ten years she has been
solely responsible for and directed the whole of the extensive arable farming, which is
necessarily connected with her various possessions, and her daughter, Henriette
Langemeyer, who is present, during the same time, also for ten years the work connected
with the management of the house, as far as she is concerned at all could be left to the wife
of such a household, for the most part alone, at least having done the heavier work alone. -
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2) For these services she, the widow Langemeyer, had her two children mentioned
immediately after the death of her deceased husband, in addition to free entertainment in
food and drink, clothing - and the other cash expenses necessarily associated with ordinary
living - also an appropriate remuneration Promised in cash, which from that time onwards
should always have been agreed in writing before and after, but from a written agreement,
due to her mother's great old age, as one wanted to establish it in a court of law, nothing
had come of it up to then.
3) You, all of the comparatives, have now definitely agreed that for the services mentioned
in ad i)
a) the present Christian Langemeyer for the now completely expired above-mentioned
period of ten years annually in addition to the already received free apartment, food and
clothing, one hundred thalers berl. cour. : therefore a total of one thousand / 1000 thaler
berl. cour. : and
b) Henriette Langemeyer who is present for the same period annually, in addition to the
free apartment, food and clothing already received, Thirty Thaler berl. cour. , therefore in a
whole three hundred thalers berl. cour.
should receive, whereupon they would not have received anything at all. 4) She, the widow Langemeyer, had to confess to her aforementioned son Christian up to
the present day in the above
Art one thousand thalers and her daughter Henriette by then three hundred thalers berl.
cour. to have become guilty, for which, however, the same should not be entitled to
demand any interest up until now and until the complete dispute, which is to be expected in
the short term, of her, the widow Langemeyer, with all her ten children of her first and
second marriage. - From the day of this dispute on, however, that of your children who will
take over the real estate owned by all of them until then, should be obliged to pay the
above thousand or Interest on three hundred thalers at three percent a year, and after both
parties have been dismissed for six months, to be paid out in cash in an undivided sum.
5) The present Christian and Henriette Langemeyer accepted this agreement in all its
individual parts and temporarily waived the mortgage guarantee of their above claims,
which the widow Langemeyer, however, expressly undertook to provide at the future
request of her named children, with all that she was entitled to Co-ownership of all real
estate jointly owned with her deceased husband. 31

6) Hierbey was expressly noted that the above demands of the siblings Christian and
Henriette Langemeyer, as this goes without saying, could not and should not be counted as
a child's share in the future controversy envisaged in ad 4.

There was nothing more to say about all of the comparatives, which is why, after reading
slowly and clearly by me, the notary and fellow witness, citizen Gerhard Heinrich Stall from
Ibbenbüren, they approved the above everywhere and signed them with their own hands,
after they had declared in advance that it was with regard to the future of the now
contracting two siblings there in the Langehofe, the same services to be performed and the
remuneration to be demanded as well as in the past ten years intended on both sides,
namely up to the ad 4 announced in the short term definitive argument. -

Widow Langemeyer.
Christian Langemeyer.
Henriette Langemeyer.

That the above agreement, which is completely identical to the basic protocol stored in my
notary files, is today by me, the notary and with the involvement of the witnesses signed
with, namely citizen Gerhard Heinrich Stall from Ibbenbüren and the hired man Hermann
Heinrich Frersmann there in the Westerbauer, Kspls Mettingen resident, built and closed by
the widow of the leaseholder Langemeyer and their two children Christian and Henriette
Langemeyer in the above manner and approved by them the counterparty after repeated
slowly and clearly performed lecture by me, the notary and the witness Gerhard Heinrich
Stall and as a sign the approval has been signed by hand - this is hereby signed by me and
the adhibited witnesses and my royal official seal. certified with the remark that the two
witnesses do not have a seal and that this document has only been made out once for
Christian Langemeyer.

So happen and negotiate in Mettingen at the Langenhofe during the day as stated above,
namely on April 20th, 1800, twenty eight. –
Gerhard Heinrich Stall
als Zeuge

Hermann Heinrich Frersmann
als Zeuge.
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Clemens August Niehof
Royal Prussian judicial commissioner and public notary
in the department of the Royal Higher Regional Court
in Münster.

Dianten pro Natario…….

2-.-

p. charta legali…………..

1-10

p. mundo……………… —5-.
jura testium…………….. 1-.-.--------4-15-

Debt document for 1300 thalers for the siblings Christian and Henriette Langemeyer in the
Westerbauer Kirchsp. Mettingen.
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Public house “Zum Scharzen Ross”
The Langenhof now passed to the son of his first marriage, Johann Heinrich, who
demolished the Langenhof in 1836 and rebuilt it in a better, drier location, where it still
stands today.

If I now deal with Christian first, it is because
Christian became the progenitor of our family.
His father was Schulte Laggenbeck and had
only adopted the name Langemeyer when he
married into the Langenhof. It wouldn't have
been missing and the family name would have
changed again.

During the inheritance dispute, Christian received some land near the Langenhof and, in
addition to farming, ran a small public house for the “zum Schwarzen Ross” (“black horse”).
He had become a Neubauer and was now called "Kuhlmann".

Zum Schwarzen Ross, gebouwd in 1828, foto: 1961
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At
Hereditary leaseholder Kuhlmann at Bruch parish Mettingen.
Date, January 23, 1829
in the morning 10 o'clock at the local court office.

Since in accordance with the Royal Patent of May 23, 1815 for the establishment of the
mortgage system in the provinces between the Elbe and the Rhine reunited with the
Prussian states and the related instruction of the Royal Justice Ministerii of May 30 of the
same year, everyone If the owner of immovable property or a justice that is otherwise
suitable for entry in the mortgage book is obliged to correct his title, the new farmer Jan
Langemeyer, modo Kuhlmann zu Mettingen, is hereby summoned to Termino on the 23rd of
January at 10 a.m. appointed deputy Mr. Referendarius Rumpe to appear in the local district
court building, then to prove the legal reason from which the same as the owner of the
Langemeyer -sche Neubaurey
qualifies for entry in the future mortgage book and submit the relevant purchase
documents in evidential form either in the original or as a certified copy.
Should he not be able to produce any written documents to prove his legally acquired
possession, it is left up to him to prove the title of ownership by means of witnesses to be
named at the appointed time.
In addition, the summoned owner has the scheduled appointment
1 on the location and value of his aforementioned property,
2 about the pertinence and judgments of this reality,
3 about any restrictions on his property,
4 about all permanent burdens and charges and
5 to have explicit and tacit mortgages carried out in full on all debts liable thereon and must
therefore also appear fully prepared for this.

Finally, the owner also has to state whether he wants to have entered the debts which he
has reported and which are liable to his previously noted property, and whether he has
reported them purely on his own initiative or on behalf of the real creditors.
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If the owner is still the same name in whose name the title of property was already entitled
in a mortgage book according to Prussian laws, no further proof is required and can only
refer to it.
The upcoming appointment can also be kept by an authorized representative, but the latter
must then be provided with complete information and sufficient fair special power of
attorney.
All under the warning that in the event of failure to proceed against the owner with fiscal
penalties and the authorization of the title to be arranged at his own expense.

Ibbenbüren, December 23rd 1828
Königlich Preußisches Land- und Stadt-Gericht

Subpoena
to the new builder Jan Langemeyer
now Kuhlmann zu Mettingen
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Family Christian Langemeyer
The public house was for those who traveled to or came from Holland, either the first or the
last stop from Mettingen, depending on the situation. This brought a lot of variety for the
local residents, because many went abroad to earn their living there.
From the marriage of Christian Langemeyer and Caroline Brenninkmeyer emerged:

Gerhard

born 18. Dez. 1829;

died 20. Aug. 1894

Leo

born 8. März 1831;

died 4. Mai 1839

Martin

born 14. Nov. 1833; died 13. juli 1890

Heinrich

born 3. Juli 1836;

Leo

born 20. Juni 1839;

died 3 0. Dez. 1907

Clemens

born 9. Aug. 1842;

died 20. Sept. 1885

Maria Angela

born 15. Okt. 1845;

died 23. Febr. 1865

Heritage tree Langemeijer-Schulte-Laggenbeck on MyHeritage.com

The path that led from the house to the main street had been planted with fir trees on both
sides by Gerhard and Martin when they were boys.

At the age of 14, Gerhard started an apprenticeship in Schwedt ad Oder in 1844 at Gebr.
Ortmeyer. The trade had already developed so far that the merchants in the distance had
their regular business. They had started out as farm laborers, then did farm labor during the
day and, after the work was done, traded. Then they became peddlers and moved from
house to house with their goods, and when the sales increased, they rented a room or room
where they stored their supplies and where they slept at the same time. From this later the
shops developed, where in the beginning the merchants often slept under the counter. Far
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from home, they remained closely connected to it. In most cases the woman stayed with
the children in Mettingen or Recke or Hopsten etc. and took care of the farming there, while
the men went about business.

The men came to their families only intermittently, as business permitted. It was a matter of
honor for the young people to take their wives from their own village or the surrounding
area. It seldom happened that someone took his wife where he had his business. The
consequence of this was that the merchants from this area were related to one another and
were related by marriage. They held together far away as at home. Traveling back then was
different than it is today. Dependent only on horse and cart, they were often 8-14 days on
the road to get from home to their shops. In order to make traveling as cheap as possible,
several merchants got together, bought a cart with horses in the spring and this drove
between them the home and the shops back and forth. He picked up some of them and
brought the others back to the shops, because most of the time several people had joined
together to form one shop, which meant that a certain amount of relief was possible. In
autumn the horse and carriage were sold again. The journeys were also often dangerous,
and sometimes you never heard from again from individuals who had dared to go on the
journey alone. The merchants used their own language among themselves, similar to the socalled crooks language.
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Company Ortmeyer
Towards the end of the eighteenth century in
Schwedt dd Oder we find a merchant Joh.
Heinrich Langemeyer, born 1754 in Mettingen,
died February 24, 1824 in Schwedt a / d. Or.
His death was reported in Mettingen on April
13th. You can see from this how long such
reports took at that time. At the same time,
Joh. Herm. Ortmeyer, born May 12, 1756
moved to Mettingen in Schwedt. He was the
founder of the Ortmeyer Gebr. Company,
which still exists today. On January 8, 1788, he
received the citizenship letter in Schwedt.

After his death, his two sons continued the business in Schwedt / Oder. Joh. Heinr.
Ortmeyer was married to Ursula Brenninkmeyer, born October 27, 1809 in Mettingen, died
June 2, 1874 in Schwedt.

Joh. Heinr. Ortmeyer,

born 20. Apr. 1793 in Mettingen,
died 27. Dez. 1844 in Schwedt a/d. Oder

und Karl Heinr. Ortmeyer,

born 27. Apr. 1795 in Mettingen died am 9. Dez. 1861
zu Schwedt / Oder

Shortly after Gerhard Langemeyer started his apprenticeship with his uncle and aunt, Joh.
Heinr died. Ortmeyer on December 27, 1844. He left behind four children, Louise, Georg
Heinrich, Agnes and Clemens. The latter was born on March 7, 1844. Under the direction of
Uncle Carl and Aunt Ursula Ortmeyer, Gerhard Langemeyer soon developed into a capable
businessman. As soon as his apprenticeship was over, he made trips to the Leipzig trade fair.
When on December 9th, 1861 Carl Heinr. Ortmeyer died, the entire management of the
business was in the hands of Gerhard Langemeyer and he became a co-owner of the
Ortmeyer brothers. Clemens Ortmeyer was still too young and was still an apprentice.
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Gerhard Langemeyer founds church
During his activity in Schwedt, Gerhard
Langemeyer tried very hard to set up a
Catholic church in Schwedt. He had managed
to rent an earlier dance hall for this purpose.
The area was entirely Protestant and the
nearest Catholic church was in Angermünde. It
was great joy for the Catholics in Schwedt
when the first service in Schwedt could be held
in their own church in 1853. Pastor
Felgenhauer was the first pastor in Schwedt.
He was followed by Pastor Carl and, from 1874
- 1883, Pastor Welzel. There was particularly
close traffic from Mettinger merchants in this
area between the Gerh companies. OrtmeyerAngermünde, Brothers Böker-Fiddichow and
Greifenhagen and Brothers Ortmeyer in
Schwedt.

When Schwedt was not yet a Catholic. Church, people often met where a Catholic service
was occasionally held nearby, usually in Angermünde. If there was no clergyman there who
could hold the service, there was a simple lay service on Sunday, in which the Catholics
gathered at the appointed time and someone prayed the mass or the rosary. After 1853,
when Schwedt had its own church, the Catholics from Fiddichow came to Schwedt by boat
or steamer. The merchants Heinrich Gildemeyer and August Heidkamp were still from
Schwedt from the Mettinger area. The latter had spent his apprenticeship and a long
number of years as an assistant at the Ortmeyer company until he got married in Schwedt
and took over the dyeing factory at Egen.
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Gerhard Langemeyer's first marriage
Am 13. Februar 1856 verstarb plötzlich am Herzschlag Christian
Langemeyer auf dem Bruche zu Mettingen. Seine Frau setzte
die Wirtschaft zunächst noch fort. Martin und Leo Langemeyer
waren mit Clemens Brenninkmeyer, dem Begründer von C & A
nach Holland gegangen und trieben dort Handel. Der Jüngste,
Clemens, kam aber nach Schwedt zu Gebr. Ortmeyer in die
Lehre.
Gerhard

In 1862, on July 29th, Gerhard Langemeyer married Agathe Flacke from Recke. There were
two children from this marriage:

- Gerhard Heinrich, born September 23, 1863, died on February 1, 1864
- Sofia Agathe, born on March 3, 1869.

The mother died three quarters of a year after the birth of the second child.

Clemens Langemeyer
Clemens Langemeyer joined his brothers in Holland and left
Schwedt. Together with Stöcker they founded the later important
company Langemeyer & Stöcker - Amsterdam on January 1st,
1874.
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Martin Langemeyer and Emilie Weller
On February 1, 1870, Martin Langemeyer married Emilie Weller in Mettingen. He had built a
beautiful house near Berentelg in Mettingen, where he had also taken his mother with him.

1833- 1890

1840 – 1922

Built in 1868, Neuenkirchener Str. 31, 49497 Mettingen (foto: March 1st 2008)
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Fire in "Zum Schwarzen Ross"
The Wirtschaft am Bruch was leased to B. Feldmeyer on
March 14, 1868. B. Feldmeyer later surrendered to the
drink and one day the property burned down. The
furniture was torn out during the extinguishing work,
and one was amazed that it was empty. Feldmeyer was
arrested and now confessed that he had put a candle on
the hayloft and lit it, then went away to be able to prove his alibi. By the time the candle
burned down the hay had started to burn, of course, and in a short time the whole property
had been on fire. One must remember that the economy was isolated in the heath on a
sandy road with very little traffic. By order of the government, the economy had to be
rebuilt, but the property was then sold to Dependener.

Letter about the sale of the inn by Martin Langemeyer to August Dependener
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Pacht – Contrackt "Zum Schwarzen Ross"
The legal stamp is turned over.

Between Mrs. We. Christ Langemeyer am Bruche parish Mettingen as the lessor and
livestock dealer Benedictus Feldmeyer in Recke The lease contract was concluded today
under the following conditions.
§I
The Mrs.We. Christ Langemeyer leases her property at the Bruche parish of Mettingen,
along with buildings, with the associated legal rights to the B. Feldmeyer, for an annual lease
price of three and eighty thalers Preuss Courant, which B. Feldmeyer annually at Easter to
Ms. We. Langemeyer has to be paid.
§II
The lease period begins for the house, yard, barn, garden, meadows and a few pieces of
acre at Easter eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, and ends with meadows at Easter eighteen
hundred and seventy-five. For the rest of the field, the lease period begins in the summer
after the harvest in eighteen hundred and sixty-nine and ends in the summer after the
harvest in eighteen hundred and seventy-five.
§III
After the lease has ended, the tenant undertakes to surrender the house, yard, barn and
garden and a few pieces of field and meadows at Easter and the remaining field in the
summer after the harvest, with fertilizer, just as he received the field.
§IV.
The tenant is responsible for maintaining the roof of the house and the barn as well as the
fence and hedges in good condition and all repairs in the house and barn up to five thalers
as well as clearing the Aa and other water ditches.
§V.
The lessor pays the building and the property tax also the fire security.
§VI.
The lessor has the right from Easter 1860 to Jacoby 1869 to live in a room by the kitchen and
hall to the north with a maid and to use the stables for a cow and a pig, as well as feed
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space in the house for the time specified above without paying any compensation to the
lessee .
§VII.
The tenant has the right to plant young fruit trees, but may not take them with him when
moving away.
§VIII.
In addition to fruit trees, spruces or firs and single oaks, the leaseholder has the use of the
wood on the trenches, but may only be cut down about the sixth part every year.
§IX.
The use of the fertilizer, Sudden, peat for own needs for the tenant begins the lease period
with house, yard, barn, meadows and garden and a few pieces of field and ends here too,
i.e. at Easter.
§ X.
Landlords and tenants undertake to terminate one year before the lease expires. If the
above conditions are not met, the lease term can be canceled by the lessor as well as the
lessee after one year and the six-year lease term then expires. S XI.
§ X1.
The lessor and lessee have agreed that after the end of the lease, the lessee has the right to
use the apartment until next May eighteen hundred and seventy-five if he does not have
another apartment, otherwise Easter remains the same as before.
Two identical copies of this Contrackte have been made out and signed by the parties
involved.

Mettingen, March 14th, 1868.
Widow Langemeyer.
B. Feldmeyer.

The above Mieths Contract is today dissolved in all points from I to XI with mutual approval.
Mettingen, April 10th, 1874
Widow Langemeyer.
B. Feldmeier.
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Gerhard's second marriage
The Martin Langemeyer family stayed in Mettingen.

A year later on February 14, 1871, Gerhard Langemeyer
married for the second time in Schwedt. This time he did
not go to his old home, but got his wife from near Schwedt,
from Greifenberg i / d. Uckermark. Here in Greifenberg lived
a Dr. med. Weskamp with his family.

Anna Maria Sophia Weskamp

Heinrich Weskamp en Pater Haslacher
Dr. med. Heinrich Weskamp, born December 7th, 1805 in Osterledde near
Ibbenbüren, was also a Westphalian. He had studied medicine in Halle and
did his doctorate in Berlin. Dr. Weskamp was a college friend of the later,
important Jesuit priest P. Haslacher. The fate of this man and the close
friendship that Dr. Weskamp and P. Haslacher, are cause for me to go into
this more closely. Both were together as medical students in Berlin.

The political movements caused great waves. Haslacher belonged to a connection which was
involved in activities against Friedrich Wilhelm III. was involved. P. Haslacher was arrested on
suspicion of being involved. At first he couldn't find his way into his fate and always wanted
his head against the wall in prison. His friend Weskamp had bribed the guard and had himself
locked in with Haslacher more often in order to have a calming effect on Haslacher. Many a
night the two friends spent together in prison. Sentenced to long term imprisonment, he
slowly made the decision to change his profession. P. Haslacher's letters to Dr. Weskamp from
1835 - 1876 are included in a copy. As a supplement, I add that when Haslacher was sitting in
the fortress in Magdeburg, he received the message from Haus that his mother was dying.
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fort in Magdeburg

To see his mother again, whom he adored with great love, he begs the grace of being allowed
to serve the rest of his sentence in Ehrenbreitstein.

Ehrenbreitstein

In Magdeburg he swears the oath to face the fortress commanders in Ehrenbreitstein without
delay. So he could start the journey without an escort. When he got home, he heard the death
knell ring and he immediately knew who it was for. His mother, whom he loved so dearly and
dearly, is no longer. He never saw her again. He deliberately avoided the street past his
parents' house and, true to his oath, he immediately turned himself over to the commandant
of the fortress. Released from prison on March 12, 1840, he immediately entered the Jesuit
order and on September 1, 1844 he was ordained a priest. He died in Paris on July 5, 1876
and is buried in the churchyard at Mont Parnasse in the south of the city on the Boulevard de
Montrouge.
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crucifixion
After a contemplation of the Reverend Lord
Father Haslacher

Do you ask me what are the sins?
Is that how you ask me, my Christian?
Well I want to announce it to you
Hear what the sin is!
Spread out on the trunk
Is awaiting the crucifixion,
Jesus, our sacrificial lamb.

And yourself ready to strike
Do you see with the hammer
The temptation is the question:
"Shall the crucifixion happen?"
Once just follow the stimulus
And your Savior hangs in no time
Bleeding again on the cross
And his killer, oh, you are!

See my christ, this is sin,
See, that's evil lust;
But what I announce to you here
Oh, you did not know!
Otherwise you would never have the hammer
Turned against your god,
Never through such misery
Your poor heart weighs down!

Then hurry to solve the debt,
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Erase them in God's book
Put on the cross the lust for evil,
Who struck the Savior on the cross
Throw yourself down before him in remorse
Hold on to his mercy, crucify your own limbs,
Crucia, quod caro est!

Dr. Weskamp did his doctorate in Berlin. When visiting his friend, he was wrong on the floor.
A young girl opened the door for him and this young girl, whom he learned to appreciate
and love through closer acquaintance, Sophie Heinze, born December 26, 1815 in Berlin,
later became his wife. This came from a respected family. The parents were W. Heinze and
Henriette, born Schilling, of whom we still have the engagement and wedding bands.
NB Destroyed by bombs in Berlin on the night of November 22-23, 1943.

I let the text of both follow here:

Dedicated to Mr. W. Heinze on January 1st, 1810 by
Henriette Schilling

New wishes for the New Year's Day,
That my heart never knew
But which I dare to name
Fill this unpretentious volume.

You, my fiance! should it apply
They only address my wishes
A man with whom I have friends, worlds,
And even forget myself.

Happiness and pure immeasurable joy,
That the lap of time still holds in itself,
Never clouded by envy or envy,
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Be your beautiful lot in this world!

And a God of omnipotence and love,
The year that has now passed
Our like-minded impulses of the heart
So inclined and oh! was so cheap;

The hour that hurried by so many times
Let us spend happily together
And to a faithfully vowed covenant
Let us change the rings of love;
O who likes and will receive you to me
Until that day of happiness
Where friends' foreheads unfold,
Everyone likes to dedicate their congratulations to us!
------------------------------

For the marriage ceremony
of
Mr. Heinze with the
Demoiselle Schilling.
amicably dedicated

of
L. Wirth, Sr.
Berlin, 7. April 1810.

Protector of holy marriage,
United is the best couple
You descended from your height
And led it to the altar.
It is a pair of noble souls
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Who are here for your protection,
Because to choose the closest alliance
Just gave you love.
Only love shines from your eyes
No other advantage guides you
Than to make each other happy
By a beautiful harmony;
And this brought you together
They saw, spoke, loved each other,

So must hearts aflame
Then love will surely last.

Satisfaction the happiness of marriage,
You highest, rare earthly loos!
They long to be close to you
Come on, take it in your lap!
And you, whom we now call brother,
Receive your dear bride!
Who would want to grudge you with happiness?
Why she builds you the temple!

Even if there are envious people in life,
So think that your lot is envious,
They only give cause
That one reveres one's property even more;
So let the envy gnaw in them,
You have heaven in your chest
May plague those with inner anger,
You are still aware of your happiness.

Even if worries surround you,
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Because alas, the power of fate is great!
So kiss your wife's cheeks,
And suddenly be carefree.
If you are in the big chaos of the world
An accident or displeasure threatens,
So the wife still has feelings
For your worries, your need!

She makes the earth a valley for you,
Where manifold joys flourish,
Enjoy and see all at once
The disturbers of your delight flee.
The wife gives you fatherly joys;

You see your likeness more and more
Well then, learn to decide
What true happiness is in marriage!
But you, wreathed sister!
Trust the chosen man
And now tie the tape even tighter
In his good heart.
So live happily and honestly,
Like any other German couple,
And return to your loyalty
That was once so sacred!

Her father had been a valet for Friedrich Wilhelm III, and during the 1813 campaign he had
been in charge of the war chest. He was a war comrade of Theodor Körner. Wounded at the
foot in the field, he died prematurely as a result of the hardships of the war.
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Dr. med. Probst
The family was Protestant. The sister Sophie Heinze, Emilie, was married to. Dr. med. Probst
- Berlin, born in Lübeck in 1807.

From this marriage:
Anna

born Feb. 1, 1840; mated to Prof. Breddin, Magdeburg, died June 1897

Marie

born Sept. 14, 1842; Commercial Wilh. Junge, Berlin, died February 15, 1915

Fritz

born Oct. 18, 1844; Go Medical Council in Gardelegen, died Aug. 31, 1926.

Richard

born in 1846; died 1870.

Paul

born June 18, 1848; Bank clerk in Lichterfelde, died February 8, 1916.

Emil

born May 7, 1850; Pharmacist in Potsdam, died Aug. 28, 1906

The Probst family's financial situation was not exactly brilliant. The marriage of the second
daughter Marie to the merchant Wilheim Junge, who had a large fortune, improved the
situation, if not much, at least somewhat. The financial circumstances of Dr. Wegkamp were
no better.
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The Dr. med. Wegkamp.
Dr. Heinrich Weskamp, born December 7th, 1805 in Osterledde b / Ibbenbüren was the
eldest son of the heuerling Joan Heinrich Weskamp, married to Anna Cath. Kleemann. Their
children were:

Johan Heinrich

born December 7, 1805

Gerard Heinr.

born October 23, 1807

Anna Maria

born December 2, 1809

Anna

born Sept. 26, 1811

Anna Cath.

born Nov. 22, 1813

Anna Cath. Elisabeth

born June 27, 1816.

The siblings had died early and Dr. Weskamp married Sophie Heinze, born December 23,
1815 in Berlin, died May 26, 1887 in Osnabrück.
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Their children:
Henriette

born 8. Aug. 1840;

died 18. Mai 1921 zu Osnabrück

Anna

born 17. Juli 1842

died 24. Jan. 1919

Friedrich

born 5. April 1844;

died 19. Juni 1885
Greifenber i/d. Uckerm

Franz

born 13.Dez. 1845;

died

Greifenber i/d. Uckerm

Otto

born Jan. 1848;

died Dez. 1888 Cordoba i. Arg

Leo

born 31vDez.1849;

died Greifenberg i, / d. Uckerm,

Maria

born 25 Febr. 1852

died 24. Jan. 1888 Osnabrück

Martha

born 05. Juli 1855

died

Sophie

born 22 Mai 1860; Schwester i. Ursulinenkloster
died 13. Okt. 1912 in Venray i. Holland.

The Probst and Weskamp families stuck together very closely. The cousins from Berlin liked
to come to Greifenberg to spend their holidays here. Dr. Weskamp had already instructed
his wife in the truths of faith in the first years of his marriage so that after converting to
Catholic Faith out of pure conviction demanded, The old mother Heinze, completely blind in
the last years of her life, spent the rest of her life in Greifenberg with her daughter Sophie.

Henriette, the eldest daughter of Dr. Weskamp had already met the merchant Ad. Hopmann
married in Hamburg when Gerhard Langemeyer asked for his second daughter Anna at
Christmas 1870.
When they went to church together, they got to know each other and with joy he got the
yes word. After all, the daughter stayed close to her parents' house, so that mutual visits
could be exchanged more often.

The Ortmeyer brothers had built a new office building in Schwedt. Gerhard Langemeyer and
his young wife moved into the first floor in the left wing of the large three-story building and
the same floor in the right wing Clemens Ortmeyer, who married Anna Donnenberg.
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So the two cousins lived side by side in great harmony. The
company had grown enormously over the years. When there was an
annual fair, Gerhard Ortmeyer from Angermünde and Boekers
from Fiddichow came to help with the sale. Clemens Ortmeyer's
sister married the municipal carpenter Krebs in Berlin.

The children from the 2nd marriage Gerhard Langemeyers with Anna Weskamp were:

Paul

born 7. Nov. 1871

(the writer of this book)

Maria

born 8. Jan. 1874

Leo

born 25. Juni 1875

Heinrich

born 9. Febr. 1877; died 9. Jan. 1878

Martha

born 9. Febr. 1878

Anna

born 2. Sept. 1879

Gerhard

born 9. Febr. 1881

Paula

born 25. Jan. 1883

Josepha

born 27. Okt. 1884
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1892, Osnabrück, Domhof 10a, at Gerhard's home, left Joseph Clemens (1883) and his
mother Angela Weller

Gerhard (1829) and Johann Leo (1839)
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My youth
Schwedt a / d. Oder
I spent my first youth in Schwedt a / d. Or on June 2, 1874 Ursula Ortmeyer, although I was
very young at the time, can neither think nor realize who saw the corpse was exposed. With
6 years I came to the cath. Elementary school. Schwedt was a beautiful arable town, in the
vicinity of which tobacco was grown. Those black dragoons were here in garrison. Our
parents did not have any particular intercourse. Our mother fell with us to relax.
Heinrichslust, Monplaisir and the Rehgarten or the village of Krähnig, where you had to go
over 7 bridges, because the whole Oderbruch lay in between, were our most popular walks.
In Rehgarten we found the most beautiful wild strawberries in summer. In good years a
water glass full of these wild strawberries costs 5 or 10 Pfg. In Monplaisir we looked for
snowdrops and violets. In Heinrichslust, those most beautiful hazelnuts. But our most
beautiful excursion destination was the “Tal der Liebe“ (valley of love).

We always needed the whole day for this. Provisions were taken and clean mornings went
via Krähnig past the forest hangover to the forester's house in the “Tal der Liebe“. Nor was
there a Förster Thomas with a signal Waldhorn, when there was a feed blowing. Before that,
the forester had prepared the food for the pheasants: ant eggs, small hacked eggs and
nettle, and as soon as the forester put on the horn, the whole forest came to life. From all
sides the pheasant hens came out of the bushes with their chicks and when this spectacle
was over, it went to the goldfish ponds, where we catch crabs and fish too. We ate in the
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forester's house. Eggs were bought for us, and then there was the most beautiful country
bread. The wonderfully fresh butter and the wonderful milk, which we know here, painted
but completely different like at home. The forester's house was the most beautiful thing we
knew. Built in Swiss style, the open porch at the front and the pheasantry with the
wonderful golden pheasants on the side, it made an enchanting impression. In front of the
splendid lawn with the many wonderful roses and the whole thing framed by the wonderful
high forest, an unforgettable picture remains for me.

In the evening the father came and picked us up. For the way back, 2 Oder boats were
probably taken, then we only had to go to Niedersaten. Here the 2 boats were tied together,
the whole family was set up there with prams and we went home. It was ever the greatest
pleasure our parents could do for us, and how beautifully mother could tell on the way,
hardly noticing who perished that time. In winter, however, when who loved the ice rink,
then we had our pleasure there.

Our father was the most prestigious in town. He was a city councilor
and when the railway from Angermünde to Schwedt was built in 1873,
it was a private railway, so he was a member of the supervisory board.
If mother drove to Greifenberg to visit, she would take me too. Uncle
Otto, our mother's brother, went to Cordaba in Argentina as a
pharmacist in 1873 and got married there. He had sent a little monkey
to his parents and it was our special joy. Grandfather also owned a very beautiful horse,
which he needed for his extensive country practice, it was called Liese. Goats romped about
on the farm, which was even more beautiful than Schwedt. When grandfather drove to the
practice, I was allowed to sit next to him and go out with him. It was a beautiful, happy
youth we had and we had happy parents. We were brought up simply and strictly. They ate
punctually for the minute, and the lights in the whole house had to be off at 10 o'clock in
the evening. Nobody was allowed outside the house after 10 a.m., and everything went to
St. Fair. In winter, when St. It was fair and the city was still in deep darkness, then, as the
oldest, I got a lantern in my hand and had to go ahead and light the way. The snow was
often a foot deep where we had to go, the streets had not yet been swept.
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It was just like ours in the Ortmeyer family. If a child was born at Ortmeyer's, the christening
ceremony was with us, and if we were the happy event, then the christening ceremony was
at Ortmeyer's.
The following children were with Clemens Ortmeyer:
Franz
Agnes
Johannes
Elisabeth
Bernhard
Ursula

We lived together like family. In winter we also slaughtered ourselves. On birthdays there
was a special dish with poppy seeds; It was white poppy seeds soaked in milk and rubbed in
a clay latte with white bread, currants, sugar and a small dash of rum, that was our favorite
dish for us children. The Oder fish were also eaten a lot in Schwedt. At that time, when fish
was not yet prepared for the transport of fish, river fish were cheaper than our sea fish
today. Once I still remember, we had a large bowl full of crabs for lunch as a simple lunch;
but that was over when the cancer plague broke out in the Oder. In a short time this disease
had cleared up the crabs to such an extent that crabs no longer came onto the market.

Golden rain
At the age of 6 I came to the cath. Elementary school.
In front of the sacristy - church and school were next
to each other - there were two trees, laburnum. One
day it happened here that we school children ate from
the pods of the golden rain. When I got home, I
became miserable and passed out. My father carried me around and shook me until the
vomiting came, I was saved. After a few hours I played again, it hadn't left any nasty
consequences.

When I was 9 years old, I received Latin lessons from Pastor Welzel. The clergymen
frequented our house. The connection in the cath. Church was wonderful. There was no
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difference in class to be found here. I have never found anything like it again. Where did it
come from? It was done by the Westphalians who grew up from humble backgrounds in
hard work, had retained their deepest religious piety and later wanted to be nothing other
than what they had been. When the feast of Corpus Christi was celebrated, the whole
community went out, the men with their wives and children and the youth played outside
and almost no one was missing. If someone was missing here or in the church, then
everyone knew why “whether he was sick or what prevented him.

In 1876 grandfather Weskamp had closed his practice as a doctor in Greifenberg and had
moved to Osnabrück with his family. The Hopmanns had moved to Buenos Aires because of
their business and the sons were supposed to continue attending grammar school in
Osnabrück. It was Oskar, Alfred, Rudolph, Arthur and Felix who were entrusted with the
further upbringing of the grandparents.

Brother Heinrich dies suddenly
On January 9th, 1878 we were about to plunder the Christmas tree and were playing around
the tree when suddenly my brother Heinrich ran to his mother and sat on her lap. Just a
moment and the mother had a dead child in her arms. A stroke had ended his young life.

In 1879 our mother's sister, Aunt Martha, entered the Ursuline convent in Venray in
Holland.
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Osnabrück
When I was 10 years old, I moved away from my parents' house to my grandparents in
Osnabrück, where I attended the Carolinum grammar school together with my cousins.

Moved to Berlin
My father took me to Berlin personally. At the train station I got 3 marks in pocket money,
and then I became a relative, Paula Schulte, a cousin of Sofia. who had been to visit in
Schwedt, and she took me to Osnabrück. My most beautiful youth was over. Even though I
had it very well and could always spend my holidays in Mettingen, my parents' house could
not replace anything for the first time I didn't come home for a year and a half. The first
Christmas, far from home, was terrible for me. The distance from Osnabrück to Schwedt
was so great that the trip would have been worth it, but above all my parents didn't want
me to make the long journey alone. After all, Mettingen now offered me a pleasant change.

Grandmother Langemeyer, who lived with Uncle Martin and Aunt Emilie, and I soon became
fond of all of the cousins there. It was then that I got to know all of the great relatives.
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Hubert Boeker lived in Fanger, his wife was Sofia's
aunt. Likewise Sophie Schulte, who lived as a
widow on Hellweg and Voss von der Kattermuth,
Bernh. Flake in Espel was Sophia's uncle and it was
nice everywhere. I had a nice vacation. I was
particularly happy when I was with Gerhard
Lampe, who had a cousin of Sophia as a wife, or
who could go hunting with Rudolph Berentelg.

In the summer of 1882 I was allowed to come to Schwedt
for the long vacation. A relative who drove the same route
took me away. When we came through Bückeburg, I looked
out the window to see the Bückeburg costumes. A gust of
wind tore my beautiful class cap, with which I so proudly
wanted to go home, from my head and without headgear I
had to drive on. Little did I know that 20 years later I would
live here one day. The more I came back home, the more I
found it changed. The old acquaintances became fewer and
fewer. Every time they met there was new disappointment.

Aunt Martha in Venray had swallowed a piece of porcelain with the soup. It caused her
great discomfort, and it was to be feared that things would turn out badly. Despite all the
means used, the splinter could not be removed, so she made the vow that if she got well
she would go on a mission. Shortly afterwards, a lump formed on her leg and the splinter
came out. In 1883 Aunt Martha went to Weltevreden, Batavia on Java, where she spent 34
years, including 25 years as superior with great success, honored by Sr. Holiness St. Father
and the Queen of Holland, worked.

On June 21, 1885, the feast of St. Aloisius, I went to the first St. Communion. Mother came
herself, I received a letter from father, the only one he wrote to me. He wrote: `` For the
rest of your life I wish you to remember this day often For the joy of the family and of St.
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cath. Church, and that at the end of your days you can say that the sufferings of the Church
were my sufferings, the joys of the Church were my joys.

In that year the Hopmanns from Buenos Aires came to visit. Uncle Adolph, Aunt Jettchen
and their two daughters Anita and Felicia. That was a cheer. What did they bring with them!
Boxes of oranges as beautiful as you couldn't buy them here. Stuffed birds, an ostrich egg,
exotic butterflies and beetles, and lots of foreign postage stamps. The grandparents and
aunts were very happy, most of all of course the sons, who after a long time saw their
parents and sisters again.

Johann Leo Langemeyer
At times I was allowed to visit Uncle Leo in Amsterdam during the holidays. He married
Henriette Homülle in July 1872 and had 3 sons, Andreas, Christian and Alfons.

Henriette Helena Homulle

Johann Leo Langemeyer

1846 – 1934

1839 – 1907

I was not a little amazed when I saw Amsterdam for the first time. The city, built on stilts,
was criss-crossed by canals (canals). Thirty-five Cath. churches I counted. There were
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magnificent buildings among them. At Vorburgwall 153-155 was the wholesale business of
Langemeyer and Stöcker. The Stöcker family also lived here. There was a retail store by the
same company on Dammstra.t, where the Clemens Langemeyer family lived, and there was
also a retail store on Leligracht where Uncle Leo lived with his family. I was also here to visit.
The Langemeyer and Stöcker company consistently sold tailor-made and trimmings.

The way of life in Amsterdam was different here in Germany, as the daily meals were
divided up differently. Here in Amsterdam I also saw the large office buildings of many other
Mettinger merchants, whom I had heard a lot about and whom I was very eager to get to
know. I have special memories of a trip with Uncle Leo to the Bernster, which is a drained
part of the Zuidersee. The whole country is as flat
as a board, without any bumps. Everything is
pasture and straight lines criss-crossed by canals.
The pastures were occupied with cattle
everywhere and what wonderful animals they
were, all so clean and pure, like at an exhibition.
Hundreds of windmills give the whole picture a
wonderful character.

Uncle Leo's particular sport was pigeons and chickens. If he went out of business, he was
with his pigeons. He often gave us particularly beautiful pairs, which we then continued to
breed in Osnabrück.
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Clemens Langemeyer
In the spring of 1885, Uncle Clemens wife Therese, née Tenamberge,
died suddenly while on vacation in Mettingen and on September 20,
1885, Clemens Langemeyer died in Amsterdam after a short illness.

The children of these two were:
Maria

born 11. Dez. 1876,

Josef

born 1878, died early

Anna

born 17. Juli 1880, died 24. Aug. 1923

Silvier

born 5. Nov. 1881,

Henriette

born 22. Juli 1883,

Josefine

born 11. Jan. 1885.

An aunt Josephine took care of the upbringing and she really took care of the motherhood
of the children. She was a noble woman.

Death of Johann Heinrich Weskamp
On January 7, 1886, grandfather Weskamp died of a painful bladder
ailment.
I was there when he was dying. Even though he was in terrible pain, he
refused any narcotics to atone for his sins. He himself prayed the Way of
the Cross and the prayers for dying. When he was fully conscious, he knew
exactly what his condition was. He felt for his own pulse and then he said:
“Now it can be, Father, I commend my spirit into your hands.” Shortly afterwards he was
different. He died like a saint and I will never forget the hour of his death Father Haßlacher
was a dear souvenir to him and he even shed many tears on it.
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Osnabrück
On January 23, 1886, my grandmother Carolina Langemeyer, born Brenninkmeyer, died in
Mettingen. Father came from Schwedt to the funeral and took me from Osnabrück to
Mettingen.

After grandfather Weskamp's death, Uncle Otto's wife also died in Cordoba, and his longing
for home led him back to his mother too. He came to visit and we were very happy to have
our fun-loving uncle in our midst. The days of being together passed all too quickly. Here I
heard grandmother talk about last May about her youth, her parents and siblings and when
grandmother told how her father had the war chest under himself in 1813, Uncle Otto said:
“I suppose he was a paymaster?” Grandmother was outraged , got up and went to bed. She
was so offended that she said nothing more. She had always been very proud of her
parents.

At that time we lived in Osnabrück at Martini str. 3 in the house of the freemason master
Geissler. The street was still in the open, only four houses stood there.

Martinistrasse 3

Dom Osnabrück

The church path was quite far, and so the aunts decided to move closer to the cathedral.
and found Marktstr. 8 a nice apartment.

We haven't been there long, and grandmother Weskamp died on May 26, 1887 after a
short illness. Aunt Marie and Aunt Sofie continued to run the household.
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By then my father had made a fortune which allowed him to retire. Sophie had been retired
with the Ursulines in Osnabrück, the other children were also so far that they had to attend
higher schools, and since the parents wanted it to be Catholic. Schools were, so Father von
Schwedt decided to move away. Osnabrück or Münster was his wish, because the two
sisters of mother's Osnabrück were and I attended high school there. this was the decisive
factor and Osnabrück was chosen.

Our father's business participation was like this at the time: Clemens Ortmeyer and Gerh.
Langemeyer were the owners of Gebr. Ort meyer. You had a manufacturing business in
Schwedt, combined with a Hungarian wine shop, defeat of the company j. Paluggay Sons
Pressburg Then the company was a partner in a southern fruit store in Stettin and at the
same time with the Boeker company, Greifenhagen. Partner in the company H, Frehe & Co.
Brandenburg a / d. Havel, The dispute now followed in such a way that my father resigned in
Schwedt and Stettin and took over the entire share of the Gebr Ortmeyer company in
Brandenburg for himself. In Osnabrück, our father rented the house Kleine DomFreiheit 10,
which belonged to the cathedral. The house was old and unfriendly, but had wonderful
cellars.

The house has been done up very nicely. The old courtyard became a beautiful garden and
in the cellar father set up a wine store, just like he had in Schwedt. The wine should only be
sold in bulk. the companies Jeltrup, Am Markt and Franz Piepmeyer on Johannistr.
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While these preparations were still being made, Aunt Marie Weskamp died after a short
illness on Jan. 24, 1888. Aunt Sofie's wish was now to join the Ursuline nuns in Venray. The
grandparents' entire household dissolved when my parents came to Osnabrück. The
Hopmanns had gradually gone to South America just as they had finished school, only
Arthur had to continue studying here and stayed with our family. But I was happy to be with
my parents and siblings again.

School
The school gave me great difficulties in Latin and Greek. I had to spend all of my free time
working in the wine cellar. In high school I was ready and hoped for my transfer. As the
"only one" I stayed seated! How did it come about? My father was silent about it and so it
will stay away here too. I was speechless. When I handed the certificate to my father, he just
asked me: What do you want to be? "I replied:" Merchant "." Then go there and check out
and look for an apprenticeship. "My father said nothing further I was married long ago, my
mother once told me about it.

I just want to mention that the circumstances at that time were very sad. On April 30, 1889,
I started my apprenticeship at Ph. Finkenstaedt-Breusing. We only had better customers and
the entire Westphalian nobility were among our customers.

Death of Uncle Martin
On July 13, 1890, Uncle Martin died suddenly and unexpectedly
in Mettingen. In the morning he had still been to the
sacraments and in the evening had gone to Berentelg to drink a
glass of beer, when he was on the way home, just before that
in the garden with his pipe in his mouth, he fell down laughing
and died immediately.
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Military service
During this time also in Osnabrück the founding of the cath. Association "Osning" instead.
With youthful zeal, I was an avid member of it.

My apprenticeship ended on March 12, 1892. At my father's special request, I had to go to
Brandenburg a / d. Havel to Frehe & Co., where father was a partner. My father had a
certain distrust of the management and I was given the task of secretly sending in reports.

But my activity was short-lived, because on November 1st, 1892 I had to become a soldier
and became Emperor Franz Garde Gren. Reg. No. 2 withdrawn. The first night we were in
Berlin on Karlstrasse. in a barracks where we had to sleep on the floor covered with a
blanket. The next morning we washed in the yard
under the water pipe. Breakfast was a cup of
coffee, rolls or “Schrippen”, as they were called,
and a piece of sausage. In rank and file, as we had
lined up, this was consumed standing. Then we
were assigned to the regiments and here again to
the individual companies. I came to the 6th Company and we were in a large room with two
corporations. The service was very strict. Until Christmas we were not allowed to leave the
barracks other than when we were led by superiors.

Mistreatment of a Pole
When we were there for a few weeks, a comrade had lost something from his closet. It was
assumed that a Pole was the perpetrator and wanted to beat him up for this reason. There
was no evidence. When the lights went out in the evening, the man was attacked with
whips. He was lying next to me and I was sorry. I jumped out of bed and shouted: "If
everything isn't in the beds right away, I'll go immediately and report it!" The two noncommissioned officers, who were lying behind a curtain in our room and, as I knew, were
the initiators of this brawl; because they enjoyed it, asked: "Who was that? I reported
immediately and immediately it was said:" Everything in bed, tomorrow we will talk more.
"The morning came, but nothing was said. I did my job as best I could.
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To church
Since we were rarely taken to church on Sundays and also had office duty almost all the
time on Sundays, I asked the sergeant to let me go to church. I was always allowed to do this
when I had already asked several times when the sergeant told me that he was also a
Catholic and had secretly observed me whether I really went to church: “If you go to church,
at least take yours cath. Comrades with ". From then on we always went in groups.

On maneuver
When we were allowed to move freely in the city, I visited a lot of uncle and aunt Agnes,
Clemens Ortmeyer's sister in Gitschinerstrasse. Uncle Junge died at that time. In the fall of
1893 we had maneuvers. Even if it was exhausting, it was much nicer than serving in the
garrison. On September 2nd, it had rained continuously from early on, and we were soaked
to the skin, so we had to go through the cans in the battle at Teetze. The water went up to
our shoulders. When we were through, it was broken off and we came to mass quarters at
an estate near Karnrow. We were in a barn. My drill suit and the laundry in the knapsack
had remained fairly dry. I changed and went out to look around. The rain had stopped and I
came to a small house. A woman was standing at the churn and buttering, next to her was a
mountain of laundry. I decided on the spur of the moment that I offered her to do the
buttering, in exchange for which she would wash my things for me. The next day was a day
of rest for us, everything could be dry by the time we left, and we quickly came to an
agreement. I got my things from the barn and while I was buttering - there weren't any
centrifuges yet - my laundry was perfectly washed. Then it was heated up, the boots
properly stuffed with straw and everything was dried nicely. In the meantime I went out
again and came to a small lake where I discovered crabs. In a short time I had a whole
serving and took it with me. My gracious landlady cooked it for us, and we ate it together
for dinner. The people even provided me with a bed for the night and on the second day
after that I was able to walk on with my clothes and boots dry, while my comrades hadn't
yet dried their things. We had very nice quarters and the best food in Wusterhausen.
Three of us were housed with a bricklayer in Petersilienstraße, he was a widower, and his
eldest daughter, a girl of about 16 years, looked after the whole household. A nicely and
neatly laid table and fried schnitzel on it was something for us soldiers. Unfortunately, I
didn't see people again in my later life.
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Reporting of a recruit's assault
When the maneuver was over and the old crews were dismissed, I was called in as a
corporal to train recruits. We had been busy training for weeks when one day the duty was
particularly busy. The 6th and 8th companies stood opposite each other in the exercise
shed, and each superior had a man in front of him. At the 8th Company there was a
lieutenant and a sergeant to supervise, while we were supervised by a sergeant. Across
from me at the 8th Company was a private, who had recently come from the NCO school,
had a recruit squat and placed a third rifle across his hands. The recruit could not hold
himself back and staggered, then the non-commissioned officer hit the recruit in the face
that made him fall over. We had learned in the instruction hour that abuse should be
reported through the prescribed official channels. I asked the sergeant standing next to me
whether this shouldn't be reported to the lieutenant immediately, because I saw that he too
was indignant about the rudeness. But he weighs me on my recruits, I don't have to worry
about that. I let the lesson pass and when the service was over I put on the prescribed
orderly suit and went to the sergeant and made the report. The sergeant first, then the
captain asked me how I ended up doing something like that. I explained to them how it was
and told them it was my duty to report it. The captain of the 8th Company also had me
called and asked me whether I would like to keep the report up. That was what was asked of
me. The next morning when I came to the drill I always said, "Lieutenant, please, the first
member, Herr Feldwebel the second member, check suit. Captain von Kalkstein, however,
came to see me personally to check my suit. He found that on my armpit flap There was one
stitch going: "Sergeant, write the man down for me." Now the determination was made of
who was written down three times and went to the third drill class.

In addition to the bad marksmen and less able soldiers, all those who had something wrong
and should be punished came into this, for which the necessary documents had to be
created in order to be able to justify the punishment afterwards. The normal course was
only then a criminal report. Here the soldier was examined down to the naked body,
whether there was a hole in the stocking, whether a button was missing on the shirt or
anything else was wrong. Whether he's washed clean. the nails on the feet or the hair were
trimmed correctly. Something was always found, short and sweet, because they were
looking for a reason, and then Father Phillip was arrested for three days with bread and
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water and at night without a bed. The same thing on the following days. Herr Hauptmann
had something wrong with my helmet. Even so, my sergeant had examined me beforehand
and I was written down again. When the service was over, I was called to the sergeant, and
he told me that from today onwards you will not come under the eyes of the captain, I will
assign you. So I first became a clerk at the district command.

On May 1st I was assigned to carry out the topographical survey of the country in
Schwiebus. My promotion to private was done with that, but I was very happy to get out of
the regiment and especially out of the barracks and to be alone for myself, even if I had to
commit myself to stay until October 1st. Nothing came of my report. The captain of the 8th
company had asked the battered recruit and he said: "Herr Hauptmann, that wasn't so bad
at all". Of course, the recruit had been dealt with well and he made this statement out of
fear. The non-commissioned officer was promoted to non-commissioned officer; I had been
deported. That was the much touted justice in the old Prussian army. But I had wonderful
times.

Death of my father
Unfortunately, I was hit hard at this time. My mother had already
written to me that my father was ill, but I had no idea that it was
dangerous until suddenly on August 20, 1894 I received a telegram:
"Father seriously ill, come immediately. Mother". As if struck by a
blow, I knew at once that I would no longer find him alive. I was with
him in prayer. On that day we had a revision from the General Staff.
On the same day I could no longer travel because there were no more trains. The next
morning my topographer immediately brought my request to the general and I was allowed
to leave immediately.
My way led through Brandenburg and already here I found out that my father was dead. I
came home and after the funeral was over I had to go back to work. Father had determined
that I had to go back to Brandenburg immediately after the end of my service. As reluctantly
as I did it, because I felt how reluctant to see me in Brandenburg, I went back on October
1st. In the shop here was a young but very capable saleswoman Paula Schmidt. I fell in love
with this one, the affection was mutual. She was a Protestant but wanted to become a
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Catholic for the sake of me and started taking classes. When mother came to Brandenburg
for an inventory, I revealed my secret to her. She was very dismayed and imagined that this
would not be possible.

Fraud discovered in the books
She took me to Osnabrück and here I went to work to check the inventory. Here I found out
that a forgery had been made in the books in Brandenburg. Father had brought 500 marks
with him from the last inventory. In the statement, however, was 1500 Mk. The interest that
had to be sent monthly corresponded to the payment of 500 Mk. And thus one would have
received 1000 Mk. Too much interest. For me this was proof that the entry our father had
made at home was correct and that a 1 had been made before it in Brandenburg. But the
company did not believe me, I was dismissed in Brandenburg. Mother didn't want to let me
go back to Brandenburg.

Employment relationships
At first I worked in the wine business, when Aunt Malie Voss and Aunt Marie Stüve, two of
Sophia's aunts, came to visit. Aunt Marie was very suffering and told a lot about her
business in Oldesloe. It was so brilliant, but since she has no son to take it from her, she
would have to sell it because of her ailing condition. It would be a shame if the business fell
into someone else's hands; a buyer would have ne. but she'd rather give it to me. One of her
daughters could stay with me, she would be well versed in the business, knew the clientele
and could run my house. Mother seemed to be okay with that, and I went to Oldesloe to see
the shop. I liked the deal, I liked the deal, and the sales contract was signed.

Hardly had Uncle Leo, which guardian of the minorene children,
heard of it, than he immediately took action against it. He
described the matter as an intended hoax, the business was
rotten: and at his request I had to cancel the purchase. Hugo
Lampe, the son-in-law of Aunt Marie Stüve, as their agent, did not
want to hear about it, and in order to get away I had to pay my
relatives 3,000 marks. Uncle Leo promised me to take the damage
if I did.
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Brother Leo started his apprenticeship at Japing Osnabrück on April 1st, 1875. My paternal
inheritance was 7,300 Mk., Of which 3,000 Mk. Were gone. Now the time of searching for
an existence began for me. First of all, I was supposed to learn more in larger businesses,
but first had to take a position where it was offered.

In December 1895, Uncle Otto died of a bowel obstruction in Cordoba.

On January 15, 1896, I came to H / C. Hövel Perleberg, an old, good commercial building.
The eldest son Franz had retired with me with my grandparents. For years we had slept in
the same room as students. We didn't harmonize here. He was the son of the house and
would-be co-owner of the company. He especially wanted to play the gentleman towards
me, so I resigned on January 1, 1897 and went to Uelzen zu Alb. Squarr. It was a small,
insignificant business. I had to visit private customers in the Lüneburg Heath. I sold very well
on the trip and enjoyed it a lot. Once again I came back from my trip with good orders and
had prepared all the orders myself for dispatch to a forwarding agent, from whom the
parcels were to be delivered to the individual customers. When I came back from the trip
after another 8 days, everything is still there, as I had left. That was too much for me. I left
Uelzen on June 17, 1897 and went to Rud. Gentzke to Wittstock. Here, too, I soon saw that
there was nothing for me where I could learn anything and get further. After 3 months on
October 1st, 1897, I went to Berlin to see Gustav Cords. Initially in the black warehouse, I
soon moved up to the silk warehouse, and after six months I was among the first sellers in
the nouveauté warehouse. I had my apartment with Aunt Marie at Köpenickerstraße 39.
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Life was nice and comfortable, but I wanted to go on. Uncle Leo wrote to Osnabrück that he
wanted to take Gerhard there, and mother asked me what I thought about it. I was
decidedly against it, but as many reasons as I had against it, Gerhard wanted to leave
school, wanted to go to Holland. But Uncle Leo was happy to be able to take a soldier away
from the Prussians, because he hated the Prussians, as unfortunately so many who had
emigrated.

Uncle Adolf died in Buenos Aires in August 1897. In the years 1885-98 a new church was
built in Schwedt. Franz KrebsBerlin and Clemens-Ortmeyer-Schwedt primarily provided the
funds for this. The inauguration took place on May 24, 1898.
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My family
Meeting with Mariechen v. D. Brelie
On October 1st, 1898, I went to Hanover to start my own
business. I set up a specialty store for women’s clothing on
Goethestrasse at the corner of Scholvinstrasse. In January 1899,
while having fun at the KKV, I got to know the vd Brelie family. I
was standing at the top of the stairs when the family came up,
and my wife told me later that as soon as she saw me, she said
to her mother, “Mother, I want him to be master”. At first I had a different table lady, but
danced a lot with Mariechen vd Brelie, and at the end of the ball I brought the vd Brelie
family home. I felt very drawn to the family and looked for family connections here. Mr. vd
Brelie was a representative of the company Ed. Gärtner Hannover, the son Max,
representative for HA Beckmann & Sohn Bielefeld, the eldest daughter, Mariechen,
supported the mother in the household, the second daughter Minna took her exams as a
teacher, and the younger siblings attended school.

My mother had liked to see me go to Hanover. A family lived here, Counselor Sarazin, with
whom she was friends. This family was wealthy and had only one daughter who was once
the sole heir.
It was my mother's dearest wish that I should marry her. Here, too, I had to go about it, but
my heart drew me to another side. It was a wonderful time at first. the time of secret love. I
was blind the first time I had love, but this was very different. The fact that I had followed
my mother back then was a double blessing for me. Not weekly, no 3 or 4
times or more often a week I was in the family vd Brelie. I went not only
at visiting hours, as I could arrange it. First, I was drawn to Mariechen by
love, and secondly, I wanted to find out how she was doing around the
house, and then I met her at work at 8 o'clock in the morning. I was
always told where the family was going and “by chance” we always met,
but never alone.
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For her birthday I gave her a dark red rose and as a thank you I
received the first pink letter. Was Mariechen happy? I didn't need
to ask any questions, didn't even need to ask her if she wanted to
be my wife. We were one. Everyone knew what to think of the
other and had confidence. We didn't need to tell each other how
much we loved each other, we knew that without him. I liked it more and more in the
family, especially my mother-in-law. What a splendid family life it was. A daughter who
came out of such a family life had to be the right woman for me.

Towards the end of May my mother came to Hanover to visit. Now I had to look for an
opportunity to introduce her to the vd Brelie family in an inconspicuous manner. We agreed
to meet at a certain hour in the afternoon at the Lister Tower for a garden concert.

Mother came and I had to take her to the Sarazin Counselor. The Counselor had a lot to talk
to Mother alone. We then went away and I took the path to the Lister Tower, as I told her to
have a cup of coffee with her there. On the way she said to me that the Counselor had
asked her if I was engaged to Miss vd Brelie. I replied that this was still unknown to me; for
the time being I did not know it myself. He would also have said at the present time that
young merchants should also look to get some money with the marriage, etc. Slowly we
went towards our goal. I hadn't replied much, and when we got to the Lister Tower, Max vd
Brelie was standing at the entrance to the garden, not far from it were the vd Brelie and
Müssen family. I said to mother: "Look," by chance "the family vd Brelie is sitting there, you
can get to know them once. General idea followed, we stayed together for a while and then
went away together, Mariechen by my mother's side, me with the family vd Brelie. When
we separated, I asked my mother how she had liked the family, whereupon she said to me:
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"Very good, they seem to be wonderful people." In July 1899 I became engaged to
Mariechen vd Brelie.

My bride was welcomed by my mother with open arms. But we could not think of getting
married yet, as the business did not yet offer any existence. My father-in-law was now at my
side in an advisory capacity. I was able to go to the in-laws' house every day, and the more
we got to know each other, the greater our love became.

October 1899 Leo came to Brandenburg.
Hern was interested in Osnabrück. Wessel for my sister Maria. Had spoken to mother
before, but so worried that he got no further. Mother complained of her suffering and I
decided to go to his parents' house and discuss the matter with them. Now it worked, the
wedding took place on May 10, 1900 and both of them were grateful to me for my
cooperation.

Minna vd Brelie had gone to the Wette family in Herbern in Westphalia as a private tutor. At
Easter 1901 she was employed at the Bürgererschule 23 in Hanover and now lived with her
parents. My sister Martha got her way and went to the Borromean Sisters as a nurse.

Company liquidated
My business didn't and didn't want to develop. My father-in-law advised me to give up the
business and Rud's business. Bargheer in Bückeburg to take over. This would then be an
existence to which we could quietly marry. After much deliberation, this was decided. The
liquidation of the business brought me a considerable loss, but the prospect of being able to
catch up again soon continued with this.

Wedding party
Under my mother's guarantee, I bought von Rud in Bückeburg. Bargheer owned his property
for 65,000 marks. On January 1st, 1902, I went to Bückeburg, on March 1st, 1902, we took
over the business and on April 16th, 1902, was our wedding anniversary. Everything was
prepared with great zeal, with the greatest love of the parents and siblings, especially Minna
and Bertha had made an effort. Even the hen party was a brilliant celebration. The regular
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table friends of the father-in-law in the choir had appeared and serenaded us. The siblings
recited poems and everyone was in a great mood. The wedding party itself, however, was
the most beautiful party we both have ever attended. We were happy people, and
members of both families felt and were happy with us. We were married in the St. Elisabeth
Church by Pastor Rumenkasten, the celebration was in the Hotel zum Kronprinzen on
Raschplatz. The food was wonderful, the wines magnificent. We stayed until around noon.

We couldn't go on a honeymoon, we drove straight to our home in Bückeburg. The day after
the wedding we had market in Bückeburg and in the morning at 8 o'clock my wife and I
were both standing behind the counter and serving our customers. My wife, who had never
been in the business, could do it straight away. The next day the whole wedding party came
over from Hanover. Here my wife took her first test as a housewife and passed it brilliantly.
From the beginning we had a big household. Four young people lived in the house and ate
at the table and a maid.
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In the afternoon we all went on a trip to the Ahrensburg. We were immortalized here in the
picture.

Ahrensburg

In Brandenburg the business situation developed very unfavorably.
Leo had the same experiences as me. False accounts were found and so on. The Boeker
brothers approached us and suggested that one of us, either the mother or the Boeker
brothers, should quit the business. Mother agreed to leave and the capital was paid off. The
money came to my shop in Bückeburg and the interest was paid by me. The business
developed and sales increased.

Birth of Gerhard Theodor
On May 17th, 1903, our first son was born under
thunder and lightning. There was great jubilation in
the family. Our joy was overwhelming. That the
first child was a boy and what a nine and a half
pounds he weighed when he saw the light of day.

The grandparents came to the baptism and the event was celebrated. The
first year of marriage had been nice, now it was even better. The birth had been very
difficult. My wife's grief was that we had to take a wet nurse. We found a good one, Sophie
Meier, on whom we could completely rely.
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In the summer Andre's wedding was in Amsterdam, to which we were invited. Now we
made up for the honeymoon. There was a quiet time in business, and we drove to the
Rhine, we saw Cologne, Koblenz, Bingen and all the beauties that a cruise on the Rhine has
to offer and enjoyed our happiness to the full. We visited sister Martha (now her name was
Gerharda) and then we drove to André's wedding in Amsterdam. Already came the longing
for our boy, for our home. It was beautiful everywhere, but it was most beautiful at home,
where my wife worked with me by my side. How had she got into the business? She was
better able to adapt to the clientele than I could. How did she know how to do business and
how to sew. In the shop she garnished the hats for the farmer's children, sewed the beds
and was tireless in her work. We'd done the job. then we went for a walk or bike ride
together. My first youth was so beautiful, this second was even more beautiful.

The first inventory was a big disappointment. The turnover had exceeded 100,000 marks
and instead of profit, we had lost. If my mother hadn't had the guarantee and her money in
the business, I would have done something else. Now I saw that my predecessor had no
longer earned anything either, and I saw why he had sold. We also had to be stolen from us
enormously, but I lacked evidence.

On August 28, 1903, our mother's cousin, Uncle Emil Probst, died in Potsdam and on
October 22, 1903, Maria's eldest son, Hermann, died at the age of 2 1/2 years. To help
Maria, my sister Anna was often in Dielingen and here in the pharmacy she met Dr. Know
Arenhövel. They both got engaged and on Aug. 18, 1904 the wedding took place in
Osnabrück.

Birth of Harry Leo
Our second son Harry was born on December 21, 1904, four weeks earlier than we
expected. There had been a lot of work lately, and my wife had tried harder than her health
would allow.

Now Brother Leo was also looking for an existence. Through the mediation of my father-inlaw, he was offered the opportunity to join the CH Breyer company in Quedlinburg. During
my stay in Brandenburg adHave1 he got engaged to Elisabeth Krempler. He took over the
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business together with a Mr. Müller, who had been with CH Breyer for many years. I paid
the money for this out of the money I received from Brandenburg.

My brother Gerhard from Amsterdam was now complaining that it no longer suited him
there, that he would like to return to Germany if he also had to become a soldier. Then
came a list from Uncle Leo, according to which mother should still pay for the money she
had spent, which was not yet covered by Gerhard's income. That was asking too much.
Uncle Leo had promised mother to take care of Gerhard and he shouldn't cost our mother
anything anymore. Gerhard had been there for six years and didn't earn as much as he
needed. -Mother asked me to go to Amsterdam and talk to Uncle Leo. There was a very
lively argument between us, and I told him frankly that I was infinitely sorry for having to
face my father's brother in this way. Gerhard immediately packed his things and went with
me to Bückeburg. An application was made to the Ministry for his admission as a
Schaumburg Lipper, and then he volunteered for the 7th Jäger Battalion. He stayed with me
in the shop until he joined the company.

Bullet through foot
Leo's wedding was on May 10, 1905 in Brandenburg ad Havel. The day before the
wedding, mother came to see us in Bückeburg. We sat together comfortably in the
arbor. I had a Teschin in hand to shoot sparrows with. Then mother said to me: “Put
that thing down, I can't stand it.” I replied: “As an old soldier, nothing can happen to
me with it.” I had the rifle with the muzzle on my foot. I don't know, the shot went
off suddenly and the bullet went through my foot, so that blood spurted through
my boot. But it was all over happily. A bone wasn't injured. I had my foot bandaged
immediately and was still able to drive to the wedding.

On December 3, 1905, my mother-in-law's cousin, Aunt Betty Pichard, died
in Hildesheim. She was unmarried. Thoms and vd Brelie were the heirs. The picture “cloister
in Hildesheim Cathedral”, the nativity scene and some of the old nipple figures come from
here.
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Birth of Anna Louisia
Anna Louisia werd geboren op 21 december 1906.

On December 30, 1907, Uncle Leo died of a heart attack in Amsterdam. I
went to the funeral, reminded the sons of their father's promise, which he
had given me because of the 3000 Mk. Forfeit money, but in vain.

We had many visitors in Bückeburg over the years. The relatives on both sides, from
Hanover and Osnabrück often alternated. Everyone was happy to come to us. Everyone had
taken my wife into their hearts. No one knew how to make the house pleasant and cozy like
she did, and in her great modesty, she always stepped back. In her love for her husband and
children alone, she found her greatest happiness. No work, no matter how difficult it was, it
was too big for her. Intercourse with friends and amusements outside of family were not
her taste. We had a big house, a small but beautiful garden, and wonderful surroundings.
The princely Hof in Bückeburg, the visits of the Emperor and the Queen of Holland made
life in Bückeburg very interesting.
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Unfortunately, our relationship with our Catholic. Pastor, who was our next-door neighbor,
couldn't be called a good one. This, a pious man, believed that we were hostile to him.

Relationship with neighbor, the pastor
Unfortunately he could not be convinced of the opposite. How was I used to interacting
with the clergymen from Schwedt and Osnabrück, and how was it here? How I would like to
have been here - we were also here in the Diaspora, the same conditions as in Schwedt. We
always had with the cath. Clergy on the best of terms. It was doubly painful for us that this
could not be achieved here. In response to my complaint to my mother, she replied; "One
must look at the spiritual masters like stars in the sky" ie from a distance, the closer they
come to us. The more one recognizes the human being in them. A saying, the truth of which
I have unfortunately recognized only too often in life.

Birth of Theodor Hermann
On July 3, 1907, our son Theodor was born to us.
What joy Gerhard and Anneliese had in the little
brother, soon as did their parents.

On August 8, 1907, Max vd Brelie married Ella Pfaff in Hanover. The other weddings were
beautiful too, but none like ours.

In the autumn of 1907 brother Gerhard ended his military service in Bückeburg and went to
the Clemens brothers in Bochum. He had enjoyed the time in Bückeburg very much, as he
could be with us every day. To our great joy, Pastor Ringenberg von Bückeburg was
transferred and in his place came an old schoolmate Anton Hiusking, with whom I went to
the first St. Communion was gone. Unfortunately he came to Bückeburg sick. For six months
he worked with great zeal, then he lay on the sick bed.

Aunt Jettchen had moved from Buenos Aires to Cologne after the death of Uncle Adolph.
Ivan Hoerner had retired and set up residence with Anita in Freiburg. Here he directed the
training of his nephews wings. His brother-in-law, Flügel, lived in Buenos Aires, and his sons
studied in Freiburg.
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Our mother had closed the wine business. The cathedral needed the house and mother
moved to Schillerstr. 22, where she had a very nice floor.

Hermann vd Brelie, who was sickly and couldn't find a suitable job, came to our shop in
Bückeburg.

But the children grew up and with them our joy in them grew. My wife knew how to dress
the children wonderfully. But she did everything herself. She always made the suits and
dresses by herself. Gerhard was now a tough boy and teacher Berning asked us, we would
like to give him the boy to school, because the Catholic. School was only very poorly
attended. After much deliberation, we finally admitted it. He was still too young for us. My
wife, like me, thought of our own beautiful youth, and in this memory it was our whole
endeavor to make the days of youth unforgettable for our children too. Even so, they were
brought up with rigor. If I was too strict, it was my wife who made the balance.

My sister Martha (mére Gerharda) had contracted an infection while caring for consumptive
men in Berlin, but she stayed in but was no longer able to take care of the sick or do any
other work worth mentioning.

The Paters from Hiltrup came to Bückeburg to represent the sick Pastor Hiusking. They
frequented our house with pleasure and a lot. Most of all, Father Weckel joined us. He often
came to us in the garden. When he saw the pram, it was his first to take Theo out of the
pram and play with it. Then one day it happened to him that he had soiled his arm when he
had been kidding the boy. From that day on he called Theo no different from the little
mustard manufacturer. At his persuasion and instigation, Hermann decided to enter the
Hiltrup monastery as a lay brother.

Pastor Huisking died in the fall of 1908. His successor was Pastor Rotermann, who continued
the cordial relations of his predecessor with us. If we also had business worries, we spent
some very happy hours together. No one knew better than my wife how to tear me out of
my daily worries from time to time in order to draw new strength out of happiness.
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Max and Ella bought a shop in Bernburg ad Saale and moved to there. On June 19, 1909,
Hermann Wessels suddenly died in Dielingen. Maria had to sell her pharmacy and moved to
Osnabrück with her 5 children. Despite strong support from her brother-in-law Carl and
other relatives, she had years of worry to go through.

Birth of Elisabeth Anna
Elisabeth was born on June 29, 1909. Now we had two boys and two
girls. It was a pleasure! Just as my wife had wished, and on my name
day, I got the little girl as a present. The smallest was always the best.

At the end of the year, Pastor Rotermann was transferred and Pastor von Eiern became his
successor.

In business it was twisting and twisting. 5000 Mk had to be paid off annually. The siblings'
trousseau and the money for Quedlinburg had been paid off, 20,000 marks on the house
had been paid off, the renovation was paid for, the household in Osnabrück needed
significantly more than the interest, and the burden became more and more burdensome.
Even if there were no more losses, the old debts could not be paid off and I was supposed to
keep paying. I kept the business convulsively because of my mother and our name. Gerhard
became engaged to Grete Schmidt in Bochum and accepted a position as head of
department at Sternheim and Emanuel Hannover.

On May 1, 1910, Leo Langemeyer's sons separated
from Langemeyer and Stöcker in Amsterdam and
founded a new business under the name of Gebr.
Langemeyer.
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Rescue Medal
On June 9, 1911, I received the rescue medal on the ribbon of the Schaumburg - Lippe
House Order from the Prince of Schaumburg Lippe, because I had saved the life of a
daughter of the hairdresser Stuck in Bückeburg by setting up my life from being run over.

We
Adolf by the grace of God
Prince of Schaumburg Lippe
have the businessman Paul Langemeyer zu Bückeburg
OUR RESCUE MEDAL awarded. to its
Certificate is the current award patent,
signed by us and signed with ours
A princely seal has been provided.

Bückeburg, June 9, 1911
signed Adolf

On March 25th, Hermann vd Brelie zu Hiltrup died of a heart attack. My mother in
Osnabrück moved from Schillerstr. 22 to Hakenstraße 20. Our eldest son Gerhard went to
high school and Anneliese to cath. Elementary school. Arenhövels moved from Dielingen to
Legden because the children were also a Catholic. Should go to school. On July 1st, Sophie
Meyer left us to get married. Mienchen Bolte from Vehlen took her place.

Birth of Raimund
Raimund was born on October 10, 1912. Our boy was
given this name in memory of the unforgettable
Father Raimund Weckel. Now we had five children.
Birthdays and Christmas parties became more and
more beautiful. Although the work for my wife got
bigger and bigger, it always stayed the same. She worked tirelessly and still
found time and the right word for her husband.
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On October 12, 1912, Aunt Sophie (mère Madeleine) died of cancer in the monastery in
Venray.
Easter 1913 Theodor came to the cath. Elementary school.
On April 22, 1913, Berta von der Brelie married the veterinarian Dr. Anton Robben from
Lingen a / d. Ems.
On May 19, 1913, my cousin Gerhard Langemeyer died in Mettingen.
He was the best of all cousins.

21 juli 1913
The house in Mettingen. In the doorway, Emilia Weller. On the left Anna LangemeijerWeskamp. In the middle Emma and Clemens Langemeijer-Heitkonig. Right Elisabeth
Langemeijer-Kempler with probably two of her daughters.

Elise Probst, born Bürger in Potsdam, died on May 23, 1913.

Meanwhile, the pressure from the creditors increased. All efforts to get out of the pressure
were unsuccessful. My request in Holland to reimburse me for the lost 3000 Mk., As I was
promised, was refused.
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On January 10, 1914, Grete and Gerhard's first son Leo was born.

Birth of Friedrich Clemens (Fritz)
Our Fritz was born on February 27, 1914. Four boys
and two girls. What a joy that was again. The boy
was received with great jubilation by the siblings,
and we parents were also happy.

Bankruptcy
On May 3, 1914, a strong boy, Heinz Robben, also arrived at Bertha and Anton's.
Times were starting to get more serious. The banks restricted the credit. A bill of 3000 Mk at
banker Homeyer could not be redeemed. The renewal was denied and the lawsuit was
immediately served on me. With no way out in sight, I filed for bankruptcy. - It was a big
blow to the family. - The shop wasn't closed to me. I had the full confidence of the
bankruptcy trustee and my creditors. The whole process remained in my hands. I bought the
whole camp for my wife with no money. We undertook to manage the sale and to deliver
the received money after deduction of the final payment. What was left was our property.
We were protected from every need. –
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The war
In military service
Then came the war! All men up to 45 years of age were required to serve.
I wondered where I was going to be drafted. The prospects were towards Minden, and that
did not appeal to me. Nobody believed that the war would last for a long time. But it was a
terrible time for my wife. Six small children in the house, now managing the sale of the
business alone, seeing the man pull into the field, not knowing he'll be back! And what
should happen afterwards? It wasn't just hours and days, no months full of agony. But she
trusted God and was a German woman. As a heroine, she wore the inevitable, what
hundreds of thousands of German women, like others, had to wear.
In September 1914 I performed with Emperor Franz Gerde Gren in Berlin. Reg. No. 2 as a
volunteer. But new regiments were put together, and I came to the 6th Company of Res. Inf.
Reg. No. 202, 22nd Reserve Army Corps, 43 Inf. Division.

Ammunition car driver
Gerhard and Leo were drafted immediately. Our regiment consisted primarily of volunteers
from the Berlin youth students. At 43 years old and weighing 230 pounds, I was the heaviest
and one of the oldest in the company. I was trained as a driver and had to drive the
cartridge car. On October 12, 1914, we left Hopenrade and went to Belgium. I was still able
to tell my wife when we would be in Minden, and when our train arrived in Minden, my wife
was standing by the train with Gerhard and Anneliese. How happy I was to be able to press
my wife and children to my heart again, and how proud I was of them. It was an eventful
farewell. My sister-in-law Minna was also there. They brought all sorts of things with them.
The children also got chocolate from the officers, then came the separation.
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We went out with great enthusiasm, and enthusiasm made us forge verses, "Good or bad,
you were right". I make no claim to poetic talent, but we want our descendants to know
what our mood was like. We shortened the time with patriotic chants. When we got to the
Rhine, however, the song rang out from every throat: “A call roars like thunder”, “Dear
fatherland may be quiet, the watch on the Rhine stands firm and loyal.”

Germany and Austria. entwined with friendship bracelet
have long withstood the evil of the enemy.
To overthrow the stronghold of friendship,
The enemies resorted to cowardly murder.
And Austria drew the sword of revenge,
To pay the Serbs what they want.
But the Russian jumped at the murder boys,
Germany's emperor called us here too.
The mask fell as if by magic,
The so far veiled the Gauls.
The murderous mob lined up,
France, England, Belgium, Japan.
We soldiers go out into the field
To fight, to win or to die as a hero.

Who in Germany still has strength and honor,
He joins the army of his own free will.
So the number of warriors keeps increasing,
And new regiments can be formed.
With the guard formed t 'two hundred and two "
Craftsmen, merchants, officials, scholars,
And whatever else voluntarily desired to fight.
General Schneider was the leader of the regiment,
An old man in silver hair.

Paul Langemeyer, Flanders, November 1914
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Captain Gravenstein was the leader of the second battalion, the 6th company led
Hauptmann v. Grünau.
It took a long time until we received the first letters and parcels from home. At last they
came, and what love flowed out of them towards me. But we saw the horrors of war in
Belgium. We saw old people, women and children and asked ourselves, could it not also
happen to our women and children like these? Weren't we standing here to keep our
families away from what was happening? The love for the family, for the fatherland gave us
strength. Many people thought, how could the man voluntarily leave his family? But if you
thought like that, you just thought wrong. It had become difficult for me too, but it was
easier for me to go voluntarily than to be forced. I never have it ready, and later it showed
how well I had done it. The
Mother taught the children new prayers for the father who was in the field.

My loyal German fatherland take care!
As far as my eyes can see into the world
All around, many envious people have awakened.
Since you are right, you are built on solid ground.
No matter how great the number of the fine
If they just want to crush you,
You just look at your God
Who will help you to victory draw your swords.
My loyal German fatherland take care!
As long as you rely on this belief
Isn't there a power in the world
That throws you down from your throne.
But should misfortune touch you one day,
It can only be when you have lost your faith
Then no matter how much you stir up the fight,
Then I wish I wasn't born.

Paul Langemeyer, Menin in Flanders. in December 1914.
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Our first fights for Dixmuiden and on the Yser were behind us, I got the news from home
that magistrate B. Stumpf was seriously wounded in the hospital in Cologne and that my
sister Josepha had married him on October 13th. The war had led the long, uncertain
relationship to a league. We had moved to Menin, and since we had to be in position for
Christmas, the Christmas party was held a few days earlier. I was asked to make a poem and
it was read with great enthusiasm.

The war is on fire
The enemy banned across the borders,
This is how we stand today in Belgium.
But ours in their homeland,
Whether rich or poor in every class,
Beseech peace for the fatherland.
The emperor to whom we have sworn allegiance,
Has chosen us as fighters in the field,
And heroes rise and heroes sink
Meanwhile the stars are blinking in the sky.
Today they blink down for Christmas
Who has not thought of his loved ones today?
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That nobody disturbs our celebration,
Tonight is ours
The sentry keeps a loyal watch outside,
The enemy lurks around us in the dark of night.
But we want to celebrate Christmas now
Even though the cannons rumble like thunder.
Christmas! - You festival of love!
Show new shoots here in the field.
Replaces the company's home,
There is also no lack of gifts.
We're singing our Christmas carols today
And find us at home again.
We thank you for the gifts from every hand,
Those sent to us from German land.
We thank the captain faithfully and well,
Who does everything possible for us
We thank Sergeants and NCOs,
Just like everyone who arranges this festival today.
But most of all we thank the emperor today,
I am sure to give him the greatest thanks.
He drove the enemies out of the country,
And there for them, 3 rubbed leather,
Has shown the world what Germany can do
We Germans fight man for man.
This is our most beautiful Christmas present,
As a thank you I don't have the right words.
We live and die for emperor and empire,
In this sense we are all the same.
So get up, comrades, everyone who is there,
Long live the emperor hurray! hurray! hurray!

Menin, December 20, 1914. Paul Langemeyer,
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Thunderous applause followed these words, it was the climax of the whole celebration.

Stretcher carrier
As a driver I was relieved and became a patient carrier. My wife was happy when she
received this news because she believed that I was now less exposed to danger. It was good
that she knew the opposite was the case. Carrying the wounded was nasty work, and it was
very difficult for me. After doing it for 2 months I was 50 pounds lighter.

I received the news from my wife that our Fritz was seriously ill. My concern for the boy as
well as for my wife was great and even greater was the longing for all my loved ones.

I asked for leave - in vain - I felt miserable, and much of what I saw and heard did not appeal
to me. In Tourout I had stayed with a teacher in the quarters. They were nice, wonderful
people. One day the teacher came to me and said: "Now you can see what kind of
barbarians are among the Germans.

An old man of 80 was left alone in the neighboring house. German soldiers came, tore him
out of bed and took him upstairs under the roof, where he is now on the floor. "I replied:" I
can't believe that, but I'll go there myself and see it right away ". When I got to the house in
question, a sergeant had opened his office in the room in question. When I asked about the
old man, I was referred upstairs. In his attic, which had probably also been used as a
bedroom, the mattress lay on the floor, the beds on it, and this is where the old man slept.
It was not possible to speak to the sergeant in any way, because that would not have
changed anything. They had experienced completely different things, and it was war. The
teacher only knew German barbarians. A few days later we were sitting at the table when
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the door opens and the old 80-year-old neighbor comes in with a sausage and brings it to
the teacher. The sausage, he said, was given to him by a German soldier so that he could eat
some meat, but since he had no teeth and could not eat the sausage himself, the teacher
should take the sausage for his family. Franctireur and barbarian stories have occurred
enough, but a great many of them belong in the realm of poetry. I have been outraged on
several occasions that even here in the face of death, the hatred between Protestantism
and Catholicism did not want to completely fall silent.

Declared unfit for field service
When the old people were examined for field service, I was declared unfit for field service
because of a heart defect. I was promoted to private and received the Cross of Merit from
the Prince of Schaumburg Lippe. Now I came to the field hospital 4 IX at Emelghem for
observation.

I was out in the field for six months
Now the disease has given me a goal
Can no longer fight for the fatherland
The arm is limp, the hand is limp,
So now I'm lying in the field hospital
Stand in long rows, bed by bed.
Sick warriors rest here from hardships,
And thoughts wander far into the distance,
And come back to what
What does our gaze look around?
In the monastery, where education usually prevails,
The hospital was turned on
The rooms are large, the rooms are bright,
Where do you get something better?
Bedsteads made of raw wood beaten up,
Have to carry our sick bodies here.
These beds are really nice and clean,
You can't sleep better, I wanna bet
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Thirty-one beds are in this room,
You can look outside on two sides.
Over the magnificent landscapes of the fought for Flanders,
our eyes can wander from here,
An oven in the middle warms our home
It couldn't be more comfortable.
Next to it a table and chairs for recovering warriors,
Who will soon go to the front or home again.
On the wall a crucifix and the emperor's picture
Reminding us of duty, seriously and mildly.
Flowers on the window delight our hearts.
Our thoughts need not be cloudy
Sunshine shines towards us against victory.

Emelghem, March 2, 1915,

Private (rank) Paul Langemeyer.

Upon special request, I also had to put the characters in poetry. Next to me was the picture
of my family, which I always carried with me, and my thoughts were almost always with
them. I knew it was the other way around.

Chief Medical Officer Dr. Plessing, head of the hospital
Conscientiously and strictly pushes the checked on.
Medical officer Dr. Lutz and Unterarzt Elkan
They start their rounds early in the morning.
Schmaljohann, the paramedic, he entrusted me
That he even built the beds himself.
He keeps the books, hands out medicines,
I could still name many good things about him.
And the cooks cook well, I have to say that
Hartwig and Westen take care of the stomach.
Müller, the nurse, I almost forgot about him
He always brings us up to lunch.
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But I can't name all the good spirits here,
I only mentioned those we know personally.

Back to Germany
After eight days in the hospital, I was released to Berlin as suitable for training recruits. This
change gave me great joy, because I came back to my family, to see that everything was
going well, and to press them all to my heart again, thanking God that he had saved us from
worse.
Leo was in France, Brother Gerhard trained recruits back home.

In the morning we had breakfast in Emelghem before we left, and then the train went all
day along the front, picking up wounded people everywhere and those who were supposed
to return to Germany. At 8 o'clock in the evening we were in Bruges and had not yet
received any food. It was a long stay, and then I saw that the paramedics were receiving
food. I asked when we would get something and the answer was: “At 12 o'clock 't. Annoyed
that there was time and opportunity here to feed the paramedics and not the wounded, I
was told to go to the senior railway doctor. This very young medical student had overheard
the conversation. The paramedics had to deliver the food to us immediately, and he told me
to complain to the chief doctor in Ghent. At 12 o'clock in the morning we got to Ghent.
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When the train stopped, it was said that nobody was allowed to get off. The young doctor
who had heard my complaint came into my compartment with the doctor in charge in
Ghent, and I was asked to get out. He summoned two soldiers with saddles in their arms,
and, led by them, I was taken to the waiting room. I got a blanket and had to sleep here on
the floor. The next morning I was shown to another doctor for an examination. I had to
show my papers, then I was asked where I wanted to train recruits, in Ghent or. in Berlin. I
replied: "I have orders to report to my regiment in Berlin. Before I could continue, I had to
wait until a new transport had been put together. They took me to a previous hotel, and I
had to take over a guard here."

The eighth of March
It's not a joke
In Ghent I sit on watch
Indeed it is a fact.
Would have thought
When I left home?
Sit with the order in the train,
If a dear medical officer arrives,
You can stay here in Ghent,
And pass your time here.
But luck won't let me down
I will come home for sure.

When the transport was being put together, the doctor in charge came again and had taken
me off the train. He recognized me immediately and asked me where I was going. I replied
that I had orders to report to my regiment in Berlin. Now I was allowed to travel on.
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Zu Hause erhalten
Vanuit Gent was het 06:06 uur, Mechelen 08:09 uur, Löwen 09:15 uur, Keulen 08:50 uur,
Berlijn 06:01 uur! Eerst was er vakantie. Ik was thuis met grote vreugde en grote vreugde,
nu in Hannover, Vossstr. 28 ontvangen.

The children hardly knew their father again. He now had a full beard and had become so
slim! He looked very different when he went into the field! How happy were my wife and
mother-in-law, who now lived diagonally across the street in No. 32. How big had the
children grown and how nicely my wife had arranged everything! How lucky I was to have
such a woman. Not only in happy hours, but especially in the most difficult hours, she
showed how great her love was, how great her strength was. While I was in the field, my
wife had sold out the warehouse and saved so much that she could move to Hanover for
Christmas and live on it for a while. But this Christmas, as she often told me later, was the
most sad Christmas she had ever experienced.
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In the field I had noticed the inadequacy of the stretchers, and I dealt seriously with this
matter. My vacation was extended for this. After I had finished a model, I had to go back to
Wunstorf near Berlin to train recruits. But they found me unsuitable for this after all, and so
I came to the wounded company. I had no job.

On February 15, 1915, Aunt Marie died with her son Paul
in Freienwalde. It was a great loss for our mother in
Osnabrück, because they were both very loving.

On April 11, 1915, our eldest son Gerhard went to the
first St. Communion. Grandmother from Osnabrück came
over for this, and he was also able to attend the beautiful
celebration on vacation. Despite the difficult time, it was
a big festival for us.

Birth of Bertha
Elisabeth started school at Easter, and Bertha was born on May 18, 1915.
What a jubilation among the children that they now also had a little sister.
I came on leave, and Anneliese now said that Bertha was born in the
barracks and that I had brought her with me. Raimund hit the table with a
stick and made a spectacle. In response to a reference from his mother, he
said: "But mother, the Germans always hit it hard, and then they'll get the
Iron Cross. Unfortunately I had to go back to the company. Those were difficult weeks for
my wife, how brilliant these times she is The children couldn't have a better mother, I
couldn't have a better wife.

From military service
One day the captain passed me by and asked me what I was doing. I replied: “Nothing at all,
Herr Hauptmann, I would like to ask to be allowed to speak.” Upon his approval, I asked him
to consider what my family and I were costing the state, and what services I would have
compared to it. I explained my circumstances to him and told him that I could still pursue
my job, then the state would pay the costs and I would get rid of my worries. ”He agreed,
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and on the same day sent me to a specialist doctor for an examination with a cover letter. I
received a sealed letter in reply, and I left all military service on June 16, 1915. I came back
to the family and now it was time to start over again: the love for the wife and the children,
but especially the help of my wife made the impossible possible.

At M. Molling & Co. Hanover I found a position as supervisor with a monthly salary of 150
Mk. That was small, but there was nothing better to do. Our family life was brilliant again,
and how could we celebrate birthdays again, and especially Christmas. How nice it was to be
so close to my in-laws.

Uncle Paul Probst died on February 8, 1916 in Groß-Lichterfelde. I stayed with M. Molling
until March 1916, when that too was over. Representations, position was not available, at
least not for a family man with 7 children. Gerhard, who attended elementary school here,
was now 14 years old and was apprenticed to JW Sältzer.

Factory worker
With no other exit in mind, I was forced to go to the factory as a worker. All the stands were
to be found here among the ammunition workers. At the "Hanomag" I turned grenades,
after just an hour I was trained, which means I was able to operate the lathe on my own.
The earnings for eight hours of work, working day and night in the departments, was not
enough.
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Overworked
On May 22nd, 1916 I went to Kaeferle, where the working hours lasted from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. Here I operated two machines. My brother-in-law Max, who had also had to give up his
business and moved back to Hanover, also found work here. Then there were overtime
hours and we worked until eight o'clock in the evening. When I came home from work in
the evening, dead tired, they asked us to work until 12 noon on Saturday. I explained to the
master that I couldn't do that, until 8 o'clock in the evening would be the utmost I was able
to do. He replied to me, "Try, if you can't do it anymore, stop". With the exertion of all my
strength I held out; but a few days later, on July 2, 1916, in the morning at 11 o'clock in the
morning, I could no longer. I reported to Master and was allowed to rest for a few hours.
The following morning, after only working an hour, I had to stop and called in sick. When I
was sent to the doctor, I had to stop immediately and was prescribed bed rest for 3 days; I
was not allowed to take this work again. I went back to bed according to the instructions,
but found no rest. After a few hours I got up again and went into town to look for other
sources of income. The very next day I managed to represent Rud. Twete Hannover
available in box boxes, postcards and letterhead. The next Monday I went on the trip. A
short time later I was represented by Koch & Schilling in wrapping paper and by H. Oelerich
& Co. in printing papers. Now I deserved well that we could live without worries.

As a result of my travel activities, I often came to Osnabrück to see my mother and siblings
in Quedlinburg to the Leo 'g family, to Brandenburg to Leo' s in-laws, who became good
customers of mine, to Gardelegen to Uncle Probst, to Lingen to Anton and Bertha. Every
three months I saw my relatives and I was very happy when everyone heard from each
other. Traveling was the most pleasant for me.

Blockade and rationing
The blockade of the enemy became more noticeable every day, and the time of rationing
came, everything was sold on coupons or stamps. Food and materials became more and
more economical. Women and children had to "stand in line" for hours until their share was
allotted to them. Thanks to my improved intake, it was now possible for us to have a better
and larger apartment. Very close to Ferdinand Wallbrechtstr. 28 a ground floor apartment
with a garden was vacant. This was very suitable for us. In July 1917 we moved into our new
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home. The whole move cost us only 50 Mk. Brother-in-law Max, who could see so badly that
he could not see a superior, was now drafted into the military.

My travel has often given me
the opportunity to bring
groceries, but it was often quite
difficult. The trains were
checked to see if anyone had
any food with them, and where
something was found it was
confiscated. The surreptitious
trade flourished. The so-called
sliders developed. Here the
innocent had to suffer with the
guilty. The images Ott can only understand. who lived through the time themselves.

Malnourished people who cared for their families. were on the verge of desperation when
what was hard-won was taken away from you, and even now after a few years, no one
thinks about it anymore. I had made an egg carton, the inserts with the open side facing
down in the carton and on the bottom, which was now facing up, I had glued postcards.
These were my travel patterns. Once I had 30 eggs with me when I was checked and they
weren't found. I was also able to bring a whole pig from Lingen to Hanover. I would still like
to know how much food I have carried home over the years. My carrier, who went under
the skirt over the shoulders, through the sleeves, did me wonderful service. I wouldn't have
known it without him. My family never had to go hungry, if only it was enough. The children
were sent to the country from school because the diet was still better here than in the city.
The teachers themselves brought the children to the country, and it was an advantage for us
that Aunt Minna had the children in school. Our children came to Ochtrup i. / Westf.
Anneliese stayed with Viefuss, Theodor with Pastor Winkelmann and Elisabeth with Oeing's.
In later years the children will remember this time with gratitude.
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Business became more and more difficult. My father-in-law could no longer go on the trip.
His way of life changed completely, and the inadequate diet drained him of all strength. The
formerly strong man was losing weight rapidly. In the business he was less and less able to
help, but since he spent most of his life at the Ed. Gärtner had spent, he continued to draw
his salary. With all means I managed to get through a compulsory settlement in which my
mother and siblings resigned from their demands.

Dr. Arenhövel came into the field as a military doctor. Josepha earned her living by teaching.
Paula was active in war relief at the Osnabrück train station. Gerhard was in the front and
was wounded. He soon recovered and went back to the front. I visited mother in Osnabrück
as often as possible and I always noticed that she was proud of her children. Once she said
to me: "I don't want any of my children to be a slacker either". She endured difficult times
with the greatest trust in God. She was a real "German" woman.
On April 7, 1918 Anneliese went to the first St. Communion. It was a great day of joy for the
whole family, the greatest for themselves.
On June 25, 1918, Clemens Ortmeyer died as an honorary citizen of Schwedt. He had been a
good, pious man who had done many good things in his life. The business was continued by
his two sons Franz and Johannes.

Defeat and revolution
Then came the final battle. On one day, almost at the same hour, my two brothers Leo and
Gerhard were wounded. Both came to the hospital.
The revolution broke out on November 5th, 1918 and with it the war was lost. What no one
thought possible had become a terrible fact. In order to avoid useless bloodshed, the
emperor and the crown prince had crossed the border into Holland. The red flag waved over
Germany as an eyesore. Deluded advisors had wrongly advised the emperor, with or
without intent. It was God's will that it should come that way, that it should come that way.

See: "My loyal German fatherland take care"
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Arriving in Delmenhorst on the journey, I heard the first news of the revolution. Two sailors
stood at the station and took the weapons from the arriving soldiers and a lot of people
stood by and ... I went to the station, the officer was gone, the crew had orders not to offer
any resistance. I was foaming with anger. A lawyer whom I didn't know any more, but who
shared my opinion, we protested, we were powerless. Then I came to Bremen, there was a
big parade of the sailors, otherwise everything was quiet. It was only with great difficulty
that I got to Hanover that night. I had been very worried about my family, thank God that I
was with them now.
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After the war
It only took a few days for the revolution to prevail. The military was dismissed, Brother
Gerhard also came back and at my persuasion he also took up my representation. We
delimited our districts from one another, and each traveled on his own account.
For our paper agency we took luxury goods from Salo Landberg Breslau. Mother was happy
that everyone had returned home from the war. Bernhard Stumpf had suffered the most
serious wounds, he had been wounded three times, Gerhard twice and Leo once. Bernhard
came to Buer i / Westf. As a local judge. Dr. Arenhövel settled in Osnabrück. Aunt Martha
was recalled from India during the war and founded a new monastery of her order in
Halfweg near Amsterdam. The sisters who later wanted to go on a mission to India are being
trained here. Mother was very happy to see her again and to know her again in Europe.
Aunt Jettchen had moved to Osnabrück.

Sale of old stamps
Occasionally on my travels, I did a lot of looking for old postage stamps that I had been fond
of since childhood. At Philip Bromet in Bentheim, I was lucky enough to find a large number
of old brands. It was a travel basket full and difficult to miss. Lots of useless stuff, but there
was a collection and I saw immediately that there was something to be earned from it. As
difficult as it was for me, we had 3,000 marks, these had to be enough. The deal was
concluded in half an hour. For a year, because I could only use my free time, it took until
everything was sold again. It was worth it. I had made twelve thousand marks, and this was
used to cover my siblings' debts resulting from the bankruptcy.

Death of mother
Our good mother died on January 24, 1919 in Osnabrück. If ever a
mother prayed a lot for her children. so it was our mother. In all the
sorrows and worries of which the last few years have been so rich, she
always found her strength and comfort only in prayer.
"Prayer is not a superstition" was her watchword.
Not outward piety, no deep down in her heart she had inherited her
father's piety. My wife had always been a dear daughter to her. Both
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went together in a way that is seldom found. It was a great pleasure for my mother to be
able to spend her old age together with her sister Henriette in Osnabrück.

On April 27, 1919, Theodor went to St. Communion. As usual, this day was also celebrated
with a festive celebration. Raimund went to school, Elisabeth to the Lyceum. Business in
paper got worse every day. We took bone and ivory as luxury goods; business turned more
and more. We came to the watchmakers and soon saw that we had to drop the paper
business. Slowly we got into a different industry. The dollar was still at 7.95 on Jan. 1, 1919.
Prices rose steadily.

Birth of Marga
Our Marga was born on August 24, 1919 and Adelheid
was born with Gerhard and Grete on August 27. That was
a joy in the family. We now had 4 boys and 4 girls,
Gerhard and Grete 1 boy and 1 girl. From now on we also
drove to the Leipzig Trade Fair to see where new earning
opportunities arose.

Money depreciation
On Jan. 1, 1920 the dollar was already 49.80. On April 1, 1920 our eldest son Gerhard had
finished his apprenticeship with JW Sältzer, and immediately he volunteered against the "Red
Army". It didn't last long, then He came back. Anneliese came home from school at Easter
and was a good support for her mother, Elisabeth went to the first Holy Communion on April
11, 1920. How beautiful the family celebrations were now: Anneliese played the piano and
Gerhard the violin and recited beautiful poems they could all. My wife always knew how to
furnish it beautifully. All the relatives were always happy to be with us. Leo and Liesel's third
girl, Lisa, was born on April 18, 1920. Fritz came to school with us at Easter. On June 20
August Langemeyer died in Mettingen in 1920 and Aunt Käthe Probst in Gardelegen on
November 7, 1920. Prices kept rising, you always had as much as you needed. After her
mother's death, Marie moved into her apartment with her children. Paula studied still in Ster
to take her exams as a cookery teacher and was then employed as a teacher by the Patriotic
Women's Association at the cookery school in Osnabrück. Sophia had found accommodation
in the orphanage in Osnabrück. As long as I could, I paid for this. Watches were added to our
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previous articles. Business was doing very well, but the costs kept growing. Much had to be
bought in the household, because the war goods were no good. At the end of the day, fabrics
had been made out of paper. The dollar was at 74.50 on Jan. 1, 1921, but domestic prices did
not match that. Gerhard now went to Gustav Freyse in the stamp business. Bertha came to
school at Easter.

Bernhard Stumpf was transferred to Hanover, and when one floor became vacant in the house
where we lived and he was on the emergency list because of his transfer, he got it. The family
celebrations grew even bigger. All our intercourse was limited to the family. On Monday
morning we went on the trip, on Friday evening we were back home. Theodor received cello
lessons from Uncle Bernhard, which meant that our house chapel was enlarged and
improved.
Paul Bussmann, Lucie Probst's husband, died on March 4, 1921, and Aunt Henriette
Hopmann, my mother's sister, died on May 18, 1921 in Osnabrück. At the trade fair in
Leipzig I got to know the Paul Schneider family. It was wonderful people with whom I made
friends here.

On January 1st, 1922, the dollar was already at 186.75. In business, I switched to alpacca and
silverware and now sold for my own account. Every four weeks I went to Pforzheim and
Schwäb. Gemünd. Bought as much as I could, but as much as I earned, every time I couldn't
buy more for what I had. Gerhard fell ill and could not recover. On April 1, 1922, Theodor
started his apprenticeship as an electrical engineer at Cussel & Kallert.
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April 90, 1922 was the golden wedding anniversary of the in-laws. A wonderful celebration
in which the whole family took part. The family picture shows all children and grandchildren
gathered around the bride and groom. Everyone had tried very hard to make the festival more
beautiful. The joy was great on all sides. The bride and groom still clung to each other with
the same love as they did 50 years ago. You have always been the model of a happy married
couple, as it should be.

Death of Emilie Weller
On June 1, 1922, Aunt Emilie died with her daughter Agathe in Neuenkirchen in Oldenburg.

Agatha en Clemens August Heuer

Emilie Weller

Joseph Clemens Langemeijer, Anna Stöcker, Ignatz, Carl, Gerhard, Maria ten Brink.
Hermina, Agatha, Angela Weller, Maria, Carl Max Schulte.
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Death of Aunt Therese
Schneiders in Höngg near Zurich took our Gerhard there and looked after him for 6 weeks
free of charge.
To our great joy, he returned on August 15th, healthy and well fortified. Gerhard now came
to the company Stöcker & Kamolz. The prices continued to rise rapidly, and on January 1,
1923 the dollar was already at 7260 Mk. At Easter 1923 Raimund started school. Things went
very downhill with Grandfather von der Brelie, he became less and less and had to undergo
an operation. Aunt Therese had found accommodation in “Bethesta” in the old people's
home. She still liked to take part in all family celebrations. She thought most of her Theo,
whom she had held about baptism. She could indulge so beautifully when she came. "Oh how
wonderfully cute" or something like that was always heard. Even in her last years she was
still a pretty woman. We were happy to have her all. Wherever she could please the children,
she did. She died on Dec. 1923 after having taken the sacrament shortly before her death.

The occupation of the Ruhr area by hostile powers had completely
destroyed our currency. By November 20, 1923 the Donar had risen
to 4,200,000,000,000 marks. Everything was destroyed. The
pensioners were poor people, the savings bank money and life
insurance, the bankruptcy papers, everything was no longer worth
anything. The banks had been busy and paid huge salaries. The
sliding were the masters of the time. We had our Bertha for strengthening. Given to
Holland; She was warmly welcomed by the notary van der Putt in Eindhofen. Gerhard had
gone to the Giro headquarters on October 1, 1923 to earn more, but on January 1, 1924 he
was dismantled and went back to his old company. He studied English and French diligently
in order to be able to do his job. To take exams, unfortunately it did not succeed because
the school closed. The Rentenmark came and became stable. Gradually business collapsed.
Particularly the smugglers, who had believed that this would continue, got poor as quickly as
they got rich; but also old, well-founded businesses were dragged into the abyss. The Ed. In
the end, Gärtner was no longer able to pay his father-in-law's salary. Bertha came back from
Holland in February. She had almost forgotten German and spoke a lot of Dutch. As a
teacher, Minna earned enough money to be able to prepare her parents for a comfortable
retirement and that was her whole job. The other siblings had enough to fight for
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themselves. Aunt Friederike and the in-laws, or the three old people, as we called them,
stuck together loyally. On April 1, 1924, Fritz also started school. Our family celebrations
were simple, but so much joy for everyone that they will always remain a fond memory. The
house chapel was constantly improving. In summer we had the beautiful garden where the
children could play and do gymnastics and this was used diligently. In October 1924, the
Stumpfs moved to St. Mark's Church 4.

Death of father-in-law
Grandfather became ailing in autumn. Grandmother asked him if the Protestant pastor
should come to visit him, so he asked for Pastor Kopp. Her whole life the grandmother had
prayed that her husband would become a Catholic out of his own conviction, now her
prayer should find an answer. He officially converted to the Catholic faith without
persuasion from any side, of his own free will and with full conviction. Mother and children
were over the moon. On April 19, 1925, Raimund and Fritz went together to the first St.
Communion. How beautiful this festival was in the church, as in the family circle. May the
children always remember this day in a special way in their lives. Bertha came to the Lyceum
at Easter. On April 24, 1925, after two years of marriage, a son was born at Stumpf 's. The
long-awaited happiness had finally arrived, it's just a shame that our mother didn't see it.
On June 18, 1925, Anneliese went to Schneiders to Höngg. At various requests, and since we
owed the Schneiders thanks, on the other hand it was an advantage for Anneliese to get
out, we let Annelies there. We had to have replacements for our household. Miss Fine
Feind, daughter of a teacher from Gronau, came to us. On August 5th died well prepared
after receiving St. Last sacraments my father-in-law. He had always been a good, good
person and a loyal family father, loved and respected by all his children, friends and
acquaintances. He was the archetype of an able business traveler of the old days, where
much was still traveled by horse and cart. Unfortunately, on September 30, 1925, his sisterin-law Friederike Thoms, his wife's sister, followed him all too soon. This blow had hit my
mother-in-law twice, who was left alone from the old woman.

Bruder Leo trat jetzt aus der Firma CH Breyer in Quedlinburg aus und übernahm
Vertretungen in Textilwaren. Zum 1. Nov. verließ uns Frl. Feind schon wieder, und wir
mußten Ersatz nehmen. Nur zu bald sahen wir, daß es nicht ging. Die Kosten wurden uns
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auch zu groß, und so ungern wir es taten, meine Frau konnte nicht mehr, wir mußten
Anneliese wiederkommen lassen. Am 23. Dez. traf sie wieder bei uns ein. Wir alle freuten
uns unendlich, sie wieder in unserer Mitte zu haben.

The company C. u.A. Brenninkmeyer opened a shop here in autumn and
Felix Brenninkmeyer has now moved here with his family. Our family
relationships soon brought us together. On January 8, 1926, cousin André
Langemeyer died in Amsterdam. Theo had finished learning by Easter.
The business situation was worse than ever, and there was no position
for him. As a mere courtesy, he was employed with a monthly salary of
30 marks. We had to take Fritz down from the grammar school because
his state of health did not permit any particular mental exertion. On April 11, 1926 Bertha went to
the first St. Communion. As in previous years, the whole family celebrated this day with a festive
celebration. Business was completely down. Bankruptcies, business oversight, a recent achievement,
were the order of the day. Gerhard had been traveling with me since October 1925, but since
November 15, 1926 we had no merit. The travel activity had to be continued, difficult as it was. In
the summer we used the bikes a lot, and some days I covered 60 to 80 km. In the summer of 1925 I
had covered 3500 km on my bike, but that year it became much more difficult for me. On April 15,
1926, Minna vd Brelie celebrated her 25th anniversary as an employed teacher in Hanover. There
was a very nice celebration in the Marienshaus, for which the whole teaching staff, the spiritual
gentlemen, friends and relatives came together.

Visit to the Langenhof
In the spring, just before I wrote these lines, I visited the Langenhof am Bruch again. How
had the whole area changed over the last few decades. The canal that now passes near the
Langenhof, as well as a developed road, had contributed a lot to this, but especially the
lands that had been cultivated over the years. The artificial manure, which was previously
unknown, had turned the heather into fertile fields and pastures. The cattle look completely
different in the pastures than they used to be. Our ancestors would not recognize their
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former land.

The Langenhof still stands today as a beautiful Westphalian farm, but most of the land has
passed into many different hands.
I went to the "Schwarzen Ross" inn, which Christian Langemeyer once owned. The house
has been remodeled and given a different look. The fir trees that my father and uncle
Martin once planted are still partially standing.

The house at Berentelg, which Martin Langemeyer owned has passed into strange hands.
The cousins in Holland were no longer interested in it. It was not possible for my father to
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keep the Langenhof as a family property, although he loved it with all his soul. The current
generation it remained also failed.

With the death of the old relatives, most of the relationships are extinguished. Parts
crumble away and new parts are added. That is life. That is how it used to be, so it will
remain as long as the world exists. May come, what you want, consider only one thing:
"We don't live for time, we live for eternity"!

About mixed marriages
Mixed marriages have occurred differently in the family. We also have the greatest respect
for those of other faiths; But experience has shown that no matter how good and happy an
intermarriage may be, firstly, there is a great danger that an intermarriage will not be
happy, and secondly, an intermarriage will never bring the happiness that a marriage of one
faith brings, so everyone should be careful in the family, ever intermarried, even if one part
wanted to change faith. One cannot change one's faith like a shirt. I myself was in danger of
entering into such a marriage. It was only thanks to my mother that it did not happen. Not
everyone gets the woman or the man to whom he brings his first love. Life is full of
disappointments. Then don't forget the prayer. Unger Lord God will lead and guide you too,
if you bow to his will.

Hanover, June 18th, 1926,
Paul Langemeyer
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Family pictures Paul
Source: MyHeritage.nl familie de Vries
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1928 with parents Mies de Vries in Hannover

Marriage Mies en Nan (Hermann Theodor)
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